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This study focuses on the 1980s thrash metal music of Metallica.  It analyzes the 

harmonic and melodic nature of Metallica’s riffs and examines how musical processes 

help shape the formal structures of these riffs.  Drawing upon Robert Hopkins’s and 

Wallace Berry’s ideas of progression, recession, and stasis as fundamental musical 

processes, this study explores how certain musical elements define these processes both 

individually and in combination within this repertoire.  The study culminates in the 

analysis of riff structure in comparison with classical phrase models including the 

sentence and period.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 

Musical analysis of rock music, though receiving greater acceptance among 

musicologists in recent years, has seen limited development beyond the blues and the 

Beatles.  While these are obvious places for scholarship in this field to begin, there is a 

great need for scholars to explore the vast and diverse repertoire within the genre that has 

often been overlooked by musicology.   One such area is heavy metal, and more 

specifically, thrash metal.  Even while several books and articles have been written that 

focus on the political and social aspects of rock music, little scholarship exists on the 

music itself.  This is also the case for heavy metal, however with significantly fewer 

studies overall.   

Perhaps the most widely recognized study of heavy metal that concerns the music 

itself is Robert Walser’s Running with the Devil: Power, Gender, and Madness in Heavy 

Metal (1993).
1
  Focusing on the musical codes of heavy metal and their role in creating 

musical meaning, Walser’s book is a landmark for heavy metal scholarship in music 

theory.  One of the most recent works that focuses on music analysis of heavy metal over 

and above political and social elements is Glenn T. Pillsbury’s book, Damage Inc: 

Metallica and the Production of Musical Identity (2006).
2
  Pillsbury delves into 

Metallica’s musical contributions to the genre of thrash metal.  This is the only study to 

                                                
1
 Robert Walser, Running With the Devil: Power, Gender, and Madness in Heavy Metal Music 

(London: Wesleyan University Press, 1993).   

 
2
 Glenn T. Pillsbury, Damage Incorporated: Metallica and the Production of Musical Identity 

(New York: Routledge, 2006). 
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date which focuses solely on either thrash metal or Metallica.  These pioneering books 

are wonderful examples of musicology’s growth in recent years and should incite further 

musicological scholarship on heavy metal music. 

 The current study focuses on the music of the thrash metal band Metallica.  

Largely accredited with inventing the genre of thrash metal, Metallica is a logical focal 

point for analysis and serves as a window into the music of other thrash bands.  

Metallica’s music, particularly throughout the 1980s, paved the way for a wealth of 

extreme metal bands in the 1990s and beyond.  This study analyzes only Metallica’s first 

four albums—Kill ‘Em All (1983), Ride the Lightning (1984), Master of Puppets (1986), 

and …And Justice For All (1988).  In these albums one can find enough musical 

consistency to constitute a more or less definitive style, allowing a uniform approach to 

analysis.   

This study not only offers insight into one’s understanding of Metallica’s music 

and thrash metal as a whole, it also serves as a foundation for understanding much of the 

heavy metal that has followed in the last two decades.  Some of the bands citing 

Metallica as an influence have significantly expanded guitar, bass, and drum technique 

and the expressive possibilities of heavy metal.  Comprehending the music of these more 

progressive metal bands depends on at least some knowledge of Metallica’s music.  

Furthermore, studying the musical codes of thrash metal contributes to a cross-style and 

cross-genre dialogue that is necessary for a better understanding of all music. 

 Specifically, this study analyzes how riffs (instrumental “melodies” that usually 

also serve as accompaniment patterns) are articulated by the various musical elements of 

thrash metal and compares the structure of these units with classical phrases.  Rooted in 
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Wallace Berry’s and Robert Hopkins’s ideas of progression, recession, and stasis as 

fundamental musical processes, this study defines how each individual musical element 

creates these processes and examines the combination of these processes in articulating 

form.
3
 

Chapter two situates Metallica and thrash metal’s social and musical identity 

within the history of rock music and heavy metal, introducing relevant musical 

terminology when needed.  Chapter three briefly reviews Metallica’s large-scale song 

structure in comparison with the standard song structures of popular music and discusses 

the prominence of riffs in Metallica’s forms.  This chapter’s purpose is to show the larger 

picture of which individual riffs are a part.   Chapter four defines riffs in regards to thrash 

metal and Metallica, discussing harmonic and melodic aspects in great detail.  Such a 

lengthy discussion is needed here because of both the lack of research in this area and the 

significant problems with assuming a traditional approach to harmony and melody.  

Chapter five introduces Berry’s and Hopkins’s ideas of musical progression, recession, 

and stasis and applies them to several musical elements.  This chapter serves as a 

foundation for chapter six, which analyzes the combination of musical processes and 

compares the resulting riff structures to classical phrase models.   

This study focuses almost universally on the electric guitar and drums.  The bass 

guitar and the vocals, while significant in understanding thrash metal and Metallica, are 

not important to this particular study.  Analysis of the bass guitar is omitted primarily 

because in thrash metal the bass guitar almost always doubles the electric guitar’s lowest 

pitch at an octave below.  The bass guitar’s occasional independence from the electric 

                                                
3
 Wallace Berry, Structural Functions in Music (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1976); 

Robert G. Hopkins, Closure and Mahler’s Music: The Role of Secondary Parameters (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania, 1990). 
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guitar is peripheral to my basic analytical approach.  The vocal line is not analyzed 

because its interaction with the ensemble and its role in articulating form raise too many 

separate issues that would obscure this study’s focus.  

 Due to the quantitative lack of scholarship in this field, this study spends much 

time defining terms and fleshing out unfamiliar concepts.  The deficit of common 

knowledge in this field causes this study to function more as an extended introduction to 

its topic than would otherwise be desired.  Nevertheless, such accumulation of 

foundational knowledge is needed in the field of thrash metal.  Therefore, both the 

specific analytical conclusions of this study and the establishment of fundamental terms 

and concepts are equally important goals.     
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CHAPTER TWO 

History and Terms 

 

 

 The purpose of this chapter is to situate particular social and musical elements of 

thrash metal and Metallica within the genre of heavy metal, underscoring these origins in 

rock music’s basic rebellious impetus.  After a brief sketch of the key factors that made 

early rock music rebellious, this chapter emphasizes physical power and intimidation as 

the common thread from early rock ‘n’ roll to heavy metal to thrash metal.  This chapter 

is not a survey of any genre, but it strives to provide enough context and terminology for 

understanding the culture and music of Metallica.   

 

Rock Music and Rebellion 

 

From the earliest days of rock ‘n’ roll to today’s great variety of popular music, 

all rock music traditions relate in at least some way to an idea of rebellion.  Rebellion is 

inherent in many different aspects of rock music.  The very phrase “rock ‘n’ roll” was 

initially a euphemism for sexual intercourse.  In blues songs as early as the 1920s, the 

words “rock” and “roll” had sexual connotations.
1
  By the late 1940s and early 1950s, 

rhythm & blues songs were becoming more sexually explicit.  Wild Bill Moore’s “We’re 

Gonna Rock, We’re Gonna Roll” (1947), Wynonie Harris’s “Good Rockin’ Tonite” 

(1948), and The Ravens’ “Rock Me All Night Long” (1952) unabashedly celebrated sex 

and colored the older generation’s view of rock music for years to come.   

                                                
1
 Trixie Smith’s “My Man Rocks Me With One Steady Roll” is perhaps the earliest known use of 

these words with their sexual connotation.  Piero Scaruffi, A History of Rock Music: 1951-2000 (New 

York: IUniverse, 2003), 3.   
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Rock music was rebellious from the outset also because its early history is closely 

intertwined with tense race relations.  Rock music’s early days were shaped by the long 

history of segregation and its official end in 1954 with Brown vs. Board of Education.  

Even prior to 1954, radio airwaves could not segregate “race music” from the young, 

white middle-class audience who were slowly beginning to share a common 

entertainment language with the young black community against the wishes of much of 

the older generation.   

Desegregation furthered the interaction of the races, particularly in regard to 

social dancing.   White teenagers loved dancing to rock ‘n’ roll so much that clubs for 

black teenagers eventually decided to “have white nights sometimes, or they’d put a rope 

across the middle of the [dance] floor.  The blacks on one side, whites on the 

other…[Eventually] the rope would come down, and they’d all be dancing together.”
2
  

Social dancing, then, became a primary form of racial integration and therefore 

symbolized youthful rebellion. 

Aside from its sexually suggestive aspect and its controversial role in racial 

integration, rock ‘n’ roll music also represented an empowerment of a youth culture that 

threatened the older generation’s power and authority.  Reacting against what was 

perceived as a repressive conformity of the post-war era with its inculcation of 

conservative, middle-class social ideals, youth indulged in a world of leisure with rock 

‘n’ roll at its center.
3
  Sociologist and cultural critic Stanley Aronowitz states that “in a 

                                                
2
 David P. Szatmary, Rockin’ in Time: A Social History of Rock-and-Roll, 4

th
 ed. (Upper Saddle 

River, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 2000), 21. 

 
3
 Cultural historian Klaus P. Fischer states that in the early days of rock ‘n’ roll, “young people 

saw themselves as victims of a mendacious older generation that was always down on young people.”  

Klaus P. Fischer, America in White, Black, and Gray: The Stormy 1960s (New York: Continuum 

International, 2006), 321. 
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society fueled by imposed discipline, pleasure is subversive.”
4
  Rock ‘n’ roll artists 

recognized this and lyrically emphasized a lifestyle of pleasure with songs such as “Rock 

Around the Clock” (1954) and nonsensical yet fun lyrics such as “A-wop-bop-a-loo-bop-

a-lop-bom-bom.”
5
 

Rock ‘n’ roll’s musical elements themselves also suggested rebellion.  The 

constant, heavily accented back-beat on the snare drum—one of the most distinctive and 

long-lasting features of the rock tradition—provided the necessary pulse for dancing and 

became directly associated with youthful rebellion.  Additionally, the moans and screams 

of Little Richard and other early rock ‘n’ roll singers, adapted from the rhythm & blues 

tradition, were implicitly rebellious against “proper” singing.  Concerning the immensely 

popular 1954 song “Rock Around the Clock,” theorist and historian of popular music 

Peter Wicke notes, “The singing is more like a rhythmic utterance of short melodic 

particles than [it is] conformi[ty] to the bourgeois concept of singing.”
6
  

Perhaps the most notable auditory manifestation of rebellion is the loudness of 

rock music, made possible by the development of electronic instruments and 

amplification and reinforced by the volume potential of the drum set.  Rock music’s 

loudness is the primary reason it has been dismissed as “noise” by some.  Loudness in 

rock music is a manifestation of physical power.  In the literal sense, the loudness of rock 

music can be physically overpowering for the ears.  In a metaphoric sense, the loudness 

of rock music often connotes masculine toughness and intimidation. 

                                                
4
 Ray Pratt, Rhythm and Resistance: Explorations in the Political Uses of Popular Music (New 

York: Praeger, 1990), 131. 

 
5
 “Rock Around the Clock” was recorded by Bill Haley and His Comets.  The nonsensical lyrics 

above open Little Richard’s 1955 hit “Tutti Frutti.”   

 
6
 Peter Wicke, Rock Music: Culture, Aesthetics, and Sociology (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1990), 44. 
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Throughout the history of rock music, various manifestations of physical power—

both literal and metaphorical—have served as important factors in stylistic identity.  The 

overall genre of heavy metal and the particular subgenre of thrash metal have 

increasingly structured their musical and social identities around physical power and 

intimidation.  These ideals are ultimately rooted in rock music’s basic rebellious spirit.  

 

Heavy Metal’s Emergence and Identity 

 

As rock music developed, it began a process of fragmentation in which certain 

styles began to differentiate from other styles both musically and socially.  The genre of 

heavy metal primarily emerged out of two stylistic streams in the early 1970s.  The first 

stream is the blues-rock tradition.  Deena Weinstein, in her book Heavy Metal: The Music 

and Its Culture (2000), notes that from this tradition heavy metal derives its basic song 

structure, its fundamental chord progressions, and its guitar riffs.
7
  She cites the 

Yardbirds as the primary mediator between the blues-rock tradition and heavy metal.  

Indeed, the group’s succession of lead guitarists—including Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck, and 

Jimmy Page—each became important influences on heavy metal’s musical identity.
8
   

The second stream that helped shape heavy metal is the psychedelic/acid rock 

tradition.  Bands such as The Doors, The Jimi Hendrix Experience, Cream, and Pink 

Floyd all brought a sense of mystery and otherworldliness to their music—an important 

element of heavy metal as seen in heavy metal acts such as Rainbow, Dio, Manowar, and 

others.  The psychedelic/acid rock tradition was also important because many of the early 

                                                
7
 Deena Weinstein, Heavy Metal: The Music and Its Culture, rev. ed. (New York: Da Capo Press, 

2000), 16. 

 
8
 Aside from his blues style of playing, Eric Clapton’s use of extended guitar solos in his later 

band, Cream, directly influenced the idea of the lead break in heavy metal.  Jeff Beck later formed the Jeff 

Beck Group, which played a heavy, blues-based style of rock.  Jimmy Page went on to be the lead guitarist 

of Led Zeppelin, one of the first heavy metal bands and one of the most celebrated rock bands of all time. 
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heavy metal bands began as psychedelic/acid rock bands, including Judas Priest and 

Deep Purple.
9
 

Heavy metal began as a stylistic reaction against the popular rock music of its 

day.  In setting itself apart from mainstream culture, heavy metal appropriated various 

social and musical codes as part of a rebellion against the institution of popular rock 

music that had developed.  Socially, heavy metal rebelled against the ideals of the youth 

culture, which claimed that “all you need is love,”
10

 and often focused on darker images, 

understood to represent reality-as-it-is.  Band names including Black Sabbath, Judas 

Priest, and Iron Maiden reflect this shift toward darker images.
11

   

The heavy metal wardrobe reflected this emphasis on darkness with the 

appropriation of black leather and metal spikes.  It also matched the wardrobe of the 

motorcycle biker whose image represented masculine toughness, individual freedom, and 

adventure.
12

  The song “Born to Be Wild” by Steppenwolf (1968), often cited as the first 

rock song to use the phrase “heavy metal,” celebrates the biker lifestyle and anticipates 

heavy metal’s fascination with biker iconography throughout the 1970s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
9
 Weinstein, Heavy Metal, 16. 

 
10

 “All You Need Is Love” is a Beatles song from 1967, which embodied these ideals. 

 
11

 The band names “Black Sabbath” and “Judas Priest” reflect the tendency to use religious 

imagery to evoke an eerie sort of power.  The band “Iron Maiden” is named after a medieval torture device.  

Tony Jasper and Derek Oliver, The International Encyclopedia of Hard Rock and Heavy Metal (New York: 

Facts on File, 1985), 163. 

 
12

 Heavy metal’s emphasis of masculinity is most obviously seen in the lack of women in heavy 

metal bands.  Notable exceptions include Girlschool and Kittie.   
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Heavy Metal’s Musical Code 

 

Heavy metal’s musical code begins with an extra emphasis on loudness, 

especially in the low register.  Before the 1960s, bass amplification technology was not 

sophisticated enough to project the low-end frequencies of the bass guitar at a high level.  

Deena Weinstein notes that “the physical properties of sound are such that very low 

frequencies require far more amplification than higher frequencies to be heard at the 

same level of volume.”
13

   By the end of the 1960s, however, amplification technologies 

had greatly matured.  Heavy metal musicians exploited the possibilities of the low 

register, adding more importance to the bass drum, and emphasizing the bottom ranges of 

the guitar and bass. 

In addition to loudness, then, heavy metal’s musical code emphasizes 

“lowness”—a metaphor for “heaviness” connoting physical power.  This appeal to 

physical power reflects its preoccupation with rebellion.  Heaviness also expresses an 

inherent masculinity that characterizes much of rock music and most of heavy metal.   

Heavy metal is also characterized by the use of guitar distortion.  Distortion is an 

aural effect created by overdriving and compressing the electric guitar’s output signal.  

This results in a denser and more sustained sound and provides greater opportunities for 

expression on the electric guitar both as a rhythm instrument and as a solo instrument.
14

  

The aural effect of distortion cannot be separated from its loudness.  Theodore Gracyk, in 

his book Rhythm and Noise: An Aesthetics of Rock (1996), states that “amplification is 

                                                
13

 Weinstein, 24-25. 

 
14

 Robert Walser notes that “[signal compression] translates aurally as sustain; while a note played 

on an acoustic guitar or a nonoverdriven electric guitar decays quickly, a heavily distorted guitar signal is 

compressed and fed back so that the note, once struck, can be held indefinitely, with no loss of energy or 

volume.”  Walser, Running With the Devil, 42. 
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not just a question of volume (and thus not just noisy aggression).  High volume is 

employed to produce sound of a certain character, unique to electronically amplified 

music.”
15

  The higher the amplitude, the more partials are brought out, altering the timbre 

of the sonic event.  The specific tone colors desired in heavy metal can only be produced 

by guitar distortion at high amplitude.
16

 

Guitar distortion also serves as a metaphor for physical power.  Robert Walser 

notes that “distortion functions as a sign of extreme power and intense expression by 

overflowing its channels and materializing the exceptional effort that produces it.”
17

  

Additionally, the very idea of distorting audio signals acts as a metaphor of heavy metal’s 

social identity as a subculture in rebellion against the norm and the natural.   

Another musical staple of heavy metal is the “power chord.”  The power chord is 

the simultaneous articulation of two or more notes on the guitar, composed of both the 

root and fifth of a given chord and containing only perfect intervals between notes.  The 

power chord thus cannot be said to have a major or minor quality.  Tonal context, 

however, can imply such qualities.
18

 

Example 2.1 below shows the possible voicings of power chords built on B and E.  

Root position voicings of power chords are most typical.  The most common voicing is 

composed of a root with its fifth above (chords 1 and 6).  Also common is the power 

chord consisting of three notes, which adds both the fifth and octave above the root 

                                                
15

 Theodore Gracyk, Rhythm and Noise: An Aesthetics of Rock (London: Duke University Press, 

1996), 109. 

 
16

 “By increasing the amplitude, guitarists coax sounds from their electric instruments that are 

unique to that setting.  Tone colors emerge which do not exist at softer volumes.”  Ibid., 121. 

 
17

 Robert Walser, Running With the Devil, 42. 

 
18

 For further discussion of harmony, see chapter four.  
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(chords 2 and 7).  The addition of the twelfth above the root is limited to power chords 

built on the low E (chord 8).  This voicing is not typical.   

 
 

Example 2.1. Voicings of power chords built on B and E 

 

 

Power chords are only minimally used in inversion.  The most common voicing of 

an inverted power chord is the two-note voicing with the fifth in the lowest voice (chords 

3 and 9).  These are primarily used to function as accents above a low tonic pedal.
19

  

Other voicings result mostly from practical performance reasons that demand a more 

natural position of the fretting hand (chords 4, 5, 10, 11). 

In heavy metal, the power chord almost always is used with distortion.  The 

power chord’s open quality allows it to sound clearly when using distortion in the guitar’s 

lower register.  Indeed, a closed triad in the low register with distortion would be almost 

completely unintelligible.  For this reason, strumming is not used with distortion. 

Though power chords typically consist of only two notes, the effect of distortion 

adds weight to the sound by amplifying resultant tones created by the combination of 

these pitches.  Resultant tones are low frequencies “produced by the interval 

                                                
19

 The opening riffs of Metallica’s “Creeping Death” and “Hit the Lights” and the bridge riff of 

“Welcome Home (Sanitarium)” are examples of this. 
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combinations of power chords,” the strongest of which is “the difference between the 

frequencies of the main tones.”
20

  Root-position power chords will produce a resultant 

tone one octave below its lowest root as shown in Example 2.2a.  Inverted power chords 

will produce a resultant tone that sounds two octaves below its lowest root as shown in 

Example 2.2b.  The amplification of these resultant tones is crucial to the heavy sound. 

 

 

 
Example 2.2.  Resultant tones produced by power chords 

 

 

Heavy metal is characterized by high and powerful tenor vocals.  The high 

tessitura of the vocals soaring above the guitars provides a greater intensity than a 

singer’s lower range.  Subtle vocal dynamics are typically eschewed for a consistently 

powerful sound sung in full-voice.  Judas Priest’s lead singer, Rob Halford, is the 

prototypical heavy metal singer, boasting a powerful, quasi-operatic voice that evokes 

strength and intensity.  Many prominent heavy metal singers patterned their vocal 

aesthetic after Rob Halford, including Ronnie James Dio (Elf, Rainbow, Black Sabbath, 

Dio) and Bruce Dickinson (Samson, Iron Maiden). 

Heavy metal rests not only on expressions of physical power but on the power of 

musicianship and one’s mastery of his/her instrument.  The more mainstream forms of 

rock music generally focus on the singers over and above the rest of the ensemble.  

Heavy metal, on the other hand, emphasizes the entire band much more evenly.  This can 
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be seen in its song structures, which often showcase more difficult guitar playing in the 

“lead break”—an instrumental interlude in the middle section of the song in which the 

guitar soloes over the accompaniment of the rest of the band.  The lead break finds its 

roots in the blues tradition, which emphasizes the instrumental breaks as much or more 

than the singing.  In heavy metal, a guitar player’s worth—and by extension, a heavy 

metal band’s worth—is largely determined by his/her ability to display mastery of his/her 

instrument.   

Another musical code in heavy metal is speed.  Speed serves both as a display of 

musicianship and an expression of physical power.  The lead break often contains several 

exceedingly fast and difficult guitar passages in the upper register.  Most early heavy 

metal relied on the lead break to highlight speed.  Heavy metal guitarists such as Eddie 

Van Halen, Yngwie Malmsteen, and Randy Rhodes are well known for emphasizing 

speed at the lead break.    

Though speed was primarily showcased at the lead break, a few bands 

occasionally allowed speed to dictate the tempo of a whole song.  This style of 

composition, known as speed metal, had an important influence on thrash metal, which is 

defined in part by fast tempi.  Some early speed metal songs of note include Deep 

Purple’s “Highway Star” (1972), Queen’s “Stone Cold Crazy (1974) (later covered by 

Metallica), Motörhead’s “Ace of Spades” (1980), and Accept’s “Fast As a Shark” (1982). 

Speed also is a metaphor for physical power and manliness.  It is closely 

associated with heavy metal’s fascination with the motorcycle culture and rock music’s 

interest in cars—both symbols of youthful power and virility.   
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Great speed also functions more generally as a form of rebellion by creating a 

sense of chaos.  Cultural theorist and dromologist
21

 Paul Virilio states that the effect of 

great speed is a “perpetually repeated hijacking of the subject from any spatial-temporal 

context.”
22

  The disorientation resulting from great speed allows the listener to transcend 

the boundaries and orders of life, thereby asserting power over these structures. 

 

Fragmentation of Heavy Metal and Thrash Metal Identity 

 

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, a new wave of heavy metal bands from the 

British scene emerged and provided fresh and diverse sounds for the ever-growing genre.  

These bands, including the Scorpions, Def Leppard, Iron Maiden, Motörhead, Diamond 

Head, and Venom, came to be known collectively as the New Wave of British Heavy 

Metal (hereafter NWOBHM).  The NWOBHM ushered in a fragmentation of heavy 

metal into two main streams, one emphasizing melody and the other rhythm.
23

  The 

melodic stream included bands such as the Scorpions and Def Leppard and lead to the 

development of what is often called “lite metal,” “melodic metal,” or “pop metal.”
24

  The 

rhythmic stream included bands such as Iron Maiden, Motörhead, Diamond Head, and 

Venom, and lead to the development of thrash metal. 

Paralleling the musical fragmentation of heavy metal was a similar division of 

heavy metal’s traditional verbal themes.  According to Weinstein, both themes 

celebrating life and its pleasures and themes of chaos were present in the verbal elements 
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24
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of early heavy metal.
25

  While bands often leaned one way or the other—the melodic 

stream tended toward verbal themes of life and its pleasures and the rhythmic stream 

tended toward verbal themes of chaos—both themes were generally accepted and 

appreciated.  Subgenres had not concretely emerged, and bands from different ends of the 

spectrum often toured together and shared a common audience.   

As heavy metal became more familiar and popular, maintaining a rebellious-

subculture identity became untenable.  The bands emphasizing melody and the verbal 

themes of life and its pleasures became the most accessible to the masses and formed the 

lucrative subgenre of pop metal, which came to include bands such as Poison, Van Halen, 

Twisted Sister, Mötley Crüe, Ratt, and Bon Jovi.  The bands emphasizing rhythm and the 

themes of chaos became the heart of the new heavy metal subculture and formed the 

subgenre of thrash metal, which included bands such as Metallica, Slayer, Anthrax, 

Megadeth, Exodus, and many others. 

Thrash metal “represent[ed] a fundamentalist return to the standards of 

[traditional] heavy metal;”
26

 however, many characteristics were altered to suit the new 

subculture.  This purification from within was marked with strong boundary lines 

between outsiders and insiders.  The music, the fashion, the lyrics, the song and album 

titles, the band names, and the concert atmosphere all played a role in establishing 

identity and separating the insiders from the outsiders. 

Boundary lines were drawn primarily by intimidation.  Using verbal, visual and 

social elements focused on themes of evil, violence, and death, thrash metal positioned 

itself in direct opposition to acceptable society.  For early thrash metal, one was either an 
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insider or the enemy and a target for violence.  Metallica’s “The Four Horsemen” 

embodies this understanding with its chorus lyrics: 

Horsemen are drawing nearer 

On leather steeds they ride 

They’ve come to take your life 

On through the dead of night 

With the four horsemen ride 

Or choose your fate and die!
27

 

 

Aligning the four members of the band with the Four Horsemen of the apocalypse, 

Metallica makes clear that the outsider has only two options: join us or die.  Paul Baloff, 

the original lead singer for the thrash metal band Exodus, exhibited this same attitude, 

declaring on stage at one point, “Metal rules!  And if you don’t like it, die!”
28

 

While thrash metal’s verbal elements cover a wide range of topics, evil, violence, 

and death are the most common themes.
29

  These themes celebrate the grim aspects of 

existence and empower listeners by providing an alternative perspective to the reality put 

forth by the dominant culture.  Religious allusions are also prevalent in thrash metal, 

evoking the power of the supernatural.
30

  These allusions function as a specific rebellion 

against Christianity, which is perceived as a chief source of cultural hegemony.  These 
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themes are the foundations of thrash metal’s identity, and they empower themes that 

confront the injustices of war, environmental destruction, and various social and political 

inequalities.
31

  

Verbal themes celebrating the thrash metal lifestyle were common in early thrash 

metal lyrics, typically appearing on a band’s first album.  These lyrics focus on the 

concert atmosphere, perhaps the most intimidating part of the thrash metal culture.  

Headbanging, moshing, and the overall violence of thrash metal concerts are the most 

typical subjects.  Headbanging is the violent nodding of the head to the beat of the 

music.
32

  Moshing—often referred to as slam dancing—is a communal jumping activity, 

initiated by the heavy riffs of thrash metal, in which one’s body slams into another’s. 

Journalist and rock critic Marcus Breen likens slam dancing to “being caught in the 

middle of a riot or a stampede.”
33

 These activities are often supplemented by stage 

dives
34

—that is, jumping off of the stage into the arms of the crowd—and the occasional 

fistfight among fans.   

                                                
31
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While the violence of these shows sometimes becomes divisive, it usually 

functions as a bonding process for fans.  Gary Holt, former member of the thrash metal 

band Exodus, considers the violent nature of the early thrash metal shows to have been a 

form of camaraderie: “Everybody had a good time, even if they were bleeding.  And I 

had a good time if they were bleeding.”
35

  This positive outlook on concert violence is 

affirmed in Exodus’ song, “Bonded By Blood.” 

Thrash metal’s visuals also are meant to be intimidating.  Violence is the most 

common visual theme for album art.  The color black, the color of choice for early heavy 

metal bands, is important for thrash metal along with the color red, which symbolizes 

anger, passion, and, more tangibly, blood.  The cover art of Metallica’s first album, Kill 

‘Em All—shown in Appendix A—is archetypical of thrash metal’s visual aesthetic.   

Satanic imagery and various other dark, religious tropes are not uncommon for 

many thrash bands.  Slayer’s first four studio album covers each include a pentagram.  

Possessed’s first album, Seven Churches (1985), includes an upside down cross on its 

cover.  Demonic creatures and images of hell are also quite prevalent.
36

   

Thrash metal’s fashion exemplifies its fundamentalist ideals by dressing simply.  

While varying degrees of costuming and stage makeup were accepted for traditional 

heavy metal, thrash metal all but eliminated this aspect of its presentation to contrast with 

the outrageous appearances of the pop metal bands.  Pop metal bands, often referred to as 

“glam metal” or “hair metal” bands, typically used excessive makeup and made a 
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spectacle with their hairstyles.  Their wardrobe was often androgynous, consisting of 

“jewelry, and stereotypically sexy clothes, including fishnet stockings and scarves.”
37

   

Long hair was essential for both pop metal and thrash metal, yet thrash metal 

rejected any hair styling.  Denim and leather or black spandex was thrash metal’s 

standard dress code with few accessories.  Some thrash metal bands still wore metal 

spikes (Slayer, Hirax) and some added other metallic adornments such as a bullet belt 

(Metallica, Destruction).  Thrash metal’s use of denim and leather was largely identical to 

the dress of its fans and helped bridge the gap between audience and performer.  Black 

spandex highlighted the physical bodies of the performers and promoted an image of vital 

power to supplement the aggressive music.
38

 

Thrash metal’s identity also highly contrasted with pop metal in terms of radio 

play and the use of music videos.  Beginning as an underground movement, thrash metal 

was almost never played on mainstream radio and initially was not seen on MTV with 

music videos.  Pop metal’s great success in these markets aided thrash metal’s identity as 

an anti-Hollywood institution—an identity that came quite naturally with its violent and 

confrontational lyrics and visuals.  Brian Slegel, founder of Metal Blade records, recalls 

that “there definitely was a competition between the [Pop Metal] bands and the thrash 

bands and…that definitely made the thrash bands want to be heavier [and] more 

extreme.”
 39

  Kerry King, guitarist for Slayer, admits that throughout the 1980s, “[Slayer]  
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wanted to be anything that Hollywood wasn’t.”
40

  Furthering the distance from 

mainstream exposure was the lack of record companies in the early 1980s willing to sign 

many of these bands.
41

  Thrash metal’s underground nature throughout the 1980s 

solidified its identity as directly opposed to the mainstream—an opposition that helped 

shape the heavy metal subculture for years to come.   

 

Thrash Metal’s Musical Code 

 

Thrash metal’s musical code emphasizes all of the musical values of traditional 

heavy metal, however, altering the expression of a few.  While loudness, distorted 

guitars, and the power chord remain essentially the same, speed, heaviness, and vocal 

style each differ in some fashion.  Additionally, thrash metal’s tonal language becomes 

more exclusive than previous heavy metal.   

Foundational to thrash metal’s expression of intimidation is its almost complete 

reliance on minor modality.  While many earlier heavy metal and NWOBHM bands 

regularly utilize minor modality, thrash metal is the first genre of heavy metal to use it 

almost exclusively.  This striking musical feature underscores the genre’s verbal and 

visual emphases of evil, violence, and death.  The use of minor modality for darker 

expressions has been a standard compositional strategy since the Baroque era. 

Thrash metal’s most notable distinction from earlier heavy metal is its particular 

emphasis on speed.  As mentioned above, speed in heavy metal is most typically 

showcased in the lead break.  Though certain earlier heavy metal bands highlighted speed 
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through an increase in tempo, these early speed metal songs pale in comparison to the 

frenetic tempi of thrash metal, which regularly uses double-time drum patterns
42

 at tempi 

exceeding 180 beats per minute (hereafter bpm).
43

  Examples of the most extreme tempi 

of thrash metal include portions of Slayer’s “Raining Blood” and Kreator’s “Pleasure To 

Kill” which exceed 250 bpm with double-time drum patterns.  In comparison, the early 

speed metal song “Stone Cold Crazy” (1974) by the heavy metal band Queen uses 

double-time drum patterns at only 120 bpm.  Even later speed metal songs such as 

Motörhead’s “Ace of Spades” (1980) and Accept’s “Fast As a Shark” (1982) use double-

time drum patterns at only 140 bpm.  Thrash metal’s extreme tempi demand both great 

technical ability and endurance from each member of the ensemble, showcasing both 

musicianship and sheer physical power.  The fast tempi also express chaos—a central 

theme in thrash metal’s identity. 

Heaviness in thrash metal is distinguished from earlier heavy metal in three ways.  

First, thrash metal emphasizes lowness even more than heavy metal.  While both earlier 

heavy metal and Pop Metal utilized a variety of tonal centers, most of thrash metal’s riffs 

are centered on the low-E string as tonic in order to provide the heaviest sound possible.   

Second, thrash metal’s extensive use of palm-muting creates a more percussive 

sound that more strongly connotes heaviness.  Palm-muting is an articulation effect that is 

produced by plucking one or more strings while lightly resting the side of the picking-

hand located below the pinky finger on the strings close to the bridge.  This effect 
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reduces the mid-range frequencies, emphasizing the low- and high-end frequencies, thus 

creating a heavier and more precise sound.  Additionally, palm-muting reduces the 

string’s time of decay, creating its characteristic percussive sound.
44

  In thrash metal, 

palm-muting is exclusively used with distortion, which allows its percussive sound to 

project. 

 The percussive aspect of palm-muting is also important for thrash metal because it 

offers a color contrast from the more sustained open-chord sound.  This contrast is most 

commonly used to highlight accents in the music and is a primary source of thrash 

metal’s rhythmic drive.  Metallica’s “Creeping Death” demonstrates this in one of its 

opening riffs, shown below in Example 2.3. The inverted power chords are even more  

 
 

Example 2.3.  An opening riff from Metallica’s “Creeping Death” 

 

pronounced here because the open-chord accents are juxtaposed strongly against the 

palm-muted low Es.
45

 

The percussive aspect also helps create heaviness by unifying the timbres of the 

guitars and the drums.  For instance, the kick drum and the toms most closely match the 

timbre of a palm-muted lower pitch or power chord.  When sounded together, the timbral 

unity that occurs creates a powerful and heavy sound. 
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Third, heaviness in thrash metal is distinguished from earlier heavy metal by 

thrash metal’s regular use of two kick drums, each controlled by a different foot.
46

  By 

alternating between feet—a style of playing known as “double-bass”—the drummer is 

able to play consecutive notes with precision and power at fast tempi and for long periods 

of time.  Metallica’s “Dyers Eve” and Slayer’s “Angel of Death” are prime examples of 

this style of playing.  The use of two kick drums shapes the overall drumming style of 

thrash metal, which includes much more kick drum than most heavy metal.  The greater 

use of the kick drum creates an even lower and heavier sound that is distinctive of thrash 

metal. 

Thrash metal’s vocal style is similar to heavy metal’s vocal style in terms of 

range, dynamics, and attitude.  However, screams, growls, and raspy vocals are more 

regularly incorporated in thrash metal vocals in order to present an even more 

intimidating sound.  The use of these vocal styles also is expressive of the lyrical content, 

which is typically filled with aggression.  The incorporation of these techniques also 

reflects the influence of the blues tradition. 

Thrash metal vocal melodies tend to be intervallically simple, though 

rhythmically complex with much syncopation and many subtle slides between pitches.  In 

this way, the vocals are perhaps best understood as a form of rhythmic chant.  The tonic 

pitch in the mid-upper register is the most common pitch center for the vocals.  

Elaborations around this pitch are common, yet the vocal line does not shy away from 
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successive repetitions of the tonic pitch.
47

  This vocal style, while melodically unexciting, 

allows the guitar riffs beneath the vocals to stand out as more than mere accompaniment. 

 

Metallica 

 

Metallica is generally considered to be the first thrash metal band.  Their 

extensive use of palm-muting, double kick drums, and fast tempi on their debut album, 

Kill ‘Em All (1983) was emulated by other thrash metal bands in the 1980s.  Their music 

was constantly on the cutting-edge of creativity and musicianship, with each new album 

redefining the genre.  Metallica’s lyrics also stretched the thematic possibilities of thrash 

metal, taking on more weighty issues such as suicide, drug addiction, madness, religious 

hypocrisy, war, environmental destruction, and political and social injustices in addition 

to the generic themes of evil and violence.  Though informed by the verbal, visual, and 

musical tropes of intimidation, Metallica’s music reaches far beyond the surface to create 

more profound artistic expressions. 

Metallica’s music is distinctive within the thrash metal genre in many ways.  Part 

of Metallica’s unique sound is the use of downpicking—that is, consecutive 

downstroking with the pick on the strings of the guitar—throughout fast passages.  This 

technique is contrasted with alternate picking—a style of picking which alternates 

between downstrokes and upstrokes.  Downstrokes naturally have a stronger and crisper 

attack on the string than upstrokes and create a more powerful and mechanical sound.  

For this reason, thrash metal prefers downpicking whenever possible.  However, 

downpicking is very difficult at fast tempi, demanding precision and endurance much 

greater than alternate picking.  James Hetfield, Metallica’s lead singer and rhythm 
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guitarist, is well known among thrash metal guitarists for his ability to downstroke at 

very fast tempi.  The introductory riffs of “Master of Puppets” are composed of a nearly 

unrelenting stream of eighth-notes downstroked for fifty seconds at approximately 213 

bpm!
48

 

Another distinctive element of Metallica’s music is their stylistic variability.  

Even while most of Metallica’s music embodies the thrash metal style, some of 

Metallica’s use of tempo and heavily distorted guitars is better understood as a variation 

of the style or a decisive departure from it.  Unlike Slayer and Anthrax, who 

predominantly focus on extreme tempi, Metallica’s tempi are more diverse.  Though most 

of Metallica’s songs are quite fast, more extreme tempi exceeding 180 bpm
49

 with 

double-time drum patterns are limited and are typically reserved only for portions of 

certain songs.
50

  Metallica even occasionally utilizes slower tempi to emphasize 

heaviness.  For instance, “The Thing That Should Not Be” plods along at 112 bpm as an 

imitation of H. P. Lovecraft’s giant, fantastical creature to which the lyrics refer.
51

   

The extensive use of clean guitar timbres and the acoustic guitar on a few songs is 

another of Metallica’s stylistic variations.  The occasional use of this instrumentation in 

brief introductions or short interlude passages is stylistically acceptable for thrash metal, 
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but Metallica utilized this instrumentation extensively in one song out of each of their last 

three albums in the 1980s.
52

  These songs are “Fade To Black” (Ride the Lightning, 

1984), “Welcome Home (Sanitarium)” (Master of Puppets, 1986), and “One” (…And 

Justice For All, 1988).  Each of these songs begins by emphasizing an arpeggiated 

acoustic guitar at a slower tempo and ends with the full band and distorted guitars at a 

fast tempo.  Glenn T. Pillsbury calls these songs and their distinct forms “The Fade To 

Black Paradigm,” highlighting Metallica’s patterning of the form of “Fade To Black” 

onto the other two songs, which were written later.
53

 

These three songs were a point of controversy for many Metallica fans in the 

1980s and early 1990s, fans that held that the use of the softer acoustic guitar was a 

reprehensible appeal to the masses. Indeed, many fans, including musicologist Glenn T. 

Pillsbury first became attracted to Metallica’s music through these songs.
54

  The softer 

acoustic sound certainly challenged the genre’s identity, threatening its dependence on all 

things fast, heavy, and loud.  These songs embody Metallica’s independent nature—an 

important aspect of their musical identity that is clearly manifested in their stylistic 

explorations in the 1990s and 2000s.  This independent nature must also be taken into 

consideration in analyzing Metallica’s songs that fall under the thrash metal code—both 

musically and lyrically.   

Most important for the current study, Metallica’s music is notably characterized 

by its elaborate song structures, composed of long strings of riffs that surround and 
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support the vocal sections.  The result of such elaborate song structures is that Metallica’s 

songs are generally much longer than most thrash metal songs.
55

  The great length of their 

songs requires more emphasis on variation and more specialized methods for marking 

major structural units.  An overview of these forms will be discussed in chapter three of 

this study. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Analysis of Metallica’s music requires a strong grounding in the musical and 

social values of thrash metal.  No genre of music can be understood without considering 

the expectations of the community with which it associates.  The musical forms and 

expressive qualities of Metallica’s music must be viewed in relation to thrash metal, 

heavy metal, and even all of rock music.  The remainder of this study takes such context 

into consideration. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Large-Scale Form 

 

 

Before beginning my analysis of the nature and structure of riffs in Metallica, it is 

important to contextualize briefly those excerpts that will be described and analyzed in 

the ensuing chapters.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, Metallica’s song structures 

are composed of long strings of riffs surrounded and supported by vocal sections.  This 

chapter aims to describe succinctly the basic large-scale structures and how riffs fit into 

these forms.   

 Metallica’s musical forms clearly fall within the traditional forms of popular 

music.  One of the most familiar structures of pop songs and Metallica’s primary large-

scale structure is AABA.  Many hymn tunes and jazz standards follow this structure as 

well.
1
  The A-sections of pop songs generally are composed of two vocal sections: a 

strophic verse and a non-strophic chorus.  The final A-section of the form is often 

abbreviated, typically omitting the verse, resulting in an AABA’ form.  The B-section 

varies in pop songs of this form.  In some cases a vocal section (bridge) is included and in 

other cases an instrumental section.  Various types of transitions, introductions, codas, 

and repetitions (tags) also tend to be included within each of these large-scale sections.   

The AABA structure is a common model for popular song because of its use of 

repetition.  Since each A-section consists of a sequence of events that is repeated, I refer 

                                                
1
 Well-known examples of AABA form include the hymn tune NETTLETON (“Come, Thou 

Fount of Every Blessing”) and the jazz standard “I Got Rhythm” (Gershwin). 
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to these sequences as rotations.
2
  Specifically, I refer to these sequences as verse-chorus 

rotations in order to highlight both textual and melodic sequences. 

As noted above, various transitions and extra material are often included within or 

around these large-scale sections.  One significant substructure is called the pre-chorus—

a typically non-strophic vocal section that functions as a transition from the verse to the 

chorus.
3
  The pre-chorus is considered part of the verse-chorus rotation, since it is part of 

the sequence of events from the verse to the chorus.   

Metallica’s song structures are much more elaborate than most pop songs 

primarily because of their use of extended introductions, transitions, and instrumental 

solos (lead breaks).  Nevertheless, Metallica’s music strives to subordinate these 

elaborations within a hierarchical system that highlights the verse-chorus rotation.  This 

allows the listener to trace in his or her mind the large-scale progression inherent in the 

AABA structure.   

Metallica occasionally forgoes the return of the A-section and instead expands the 

B-section significantly (AAB’).  This is found in only a handful of songs.  These songs 

include “Fade to Black,” “Welcome Home (Sanitarium),” and “One”—songs of the Fade 

to Black Paradigm.
4
  Other variations of large-scale form are usually slight and best 

considered variations of a basic AABA mold.   

Riffs are the building blocks of Metallica’s music.  Analyses of Metallica’s song 

structure largely consist of ordering riffs and locating them within the large-scale form 

                                                
2
 This use of the term rotation derives from James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of 

Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2006).   

 
3
 Sometimes this section is referred to as a “bridge.”  I reserve that term specifically for the vocal 

section within the B-section. 

 
4
 Pillsbury, 34. 
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and each rotation.  Though instrumentation is critical for fully understanding form in 

Metallica, only the most basic comments will be useful in this chapter.  Since most guitar 

riffs are accompanied by drum patterns, only those riffs that do not include drums will be 

noted.   

The remainder of this chapter analyzes three Metallica songs in their entirety.  

The songs “Motorbreath” and “Master of Puppets” follow the large-scale form of AABA.  

The song “One” follows the AAB’ formula.   

 

Motorbreath 

 

“Motorbreath” appears on Metallica’s first album, Kill ‘Em All (1983).  Its formal 

structure is quite basic in comparison with much of their later music.  Figure 3.1 shows 

an outline of the form.  The introduction is short and simple, including only one riff 

(riff a) and a variation of that riff (riff a’).   

The A-sections include a basic verse-chorus rotation with a brief two-measure 

transition between verse and chorus.  This transition is not a complete riff but consists of 

a motive from the verse riff (riff a’).  The interlude that follows the chorus (Interlude 1), 

on the other hand, is a complete riff.   

 The B-section of “Motorbreath” is unusually brief for Metallica.  It is simply an 

instrumental passage with one lead break and no bridge.  The lead break is supported by a 

new riff (riff d).  The introduction of new riffs at the B-section is not uncommon.   

The closing section is unusual since it includes another lead break before the song 

ends.  The second lead break is accompanied by the same riff that supported the first lead 

break, riff d.  The final lead break is also unusual since it is twice as long as the first one. 
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Figure 3.1.  Formal structure of “Motorbreath” 

 

 

As is clear from Figure 3.1, riffs are the primary building blocks of Metallica’s 

music.  Not including the opening four measures of drum solo, only ten measures out of 

the remaining 128 measures (8% of the remaining measures) are not part of a self-

contained riff.  Six of these ten measures are derivative of another riff (each transition 

from verse to chorus) leaving only four measures (3%) of the song unrelated to the song’s 

riffs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Intro  drum solo  1-4  4mm. 

riff a (no drums)  5-12  8mm. 

riff a’   13-20  8mm. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 1  riff a’   21-28  8mm. 

(transition) riff a’ motive  29-30  2mm. 

Chorus  riff b   31-38  8mm. 

(Interlude 1) riff c   39-46  8mm. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 2  riff a’   47-54  8mm. 

(transition) riff a’ motive  55-56  2mm. 

Chorus  riff b   57-64  8mm. 

(Interlude 1) riff c   65-72  8mm 

(transition)    73  1m. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Lead Break 1 riff d   74-81  8mm. 

(Interlude 2) riff a’   82-89  8mm. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 3  riff a’   90-97  8mm. 

(transition) riff a’ motive  98-99  2mm. 

Chorus  riff b   100-107  8mm. 

(transition)    108  1m. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Lead Break 2 riff d   109-124             16mm. 

Coda  riff d   125-132  8mm. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

(ending)    133-134  2mm. 

 

 

A 

A 

B 

A 
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Master of Puppets 

 

The song “Master of Puppets,” outlined in Figure 3.2, appears on Metallica’s third 

album, Master of Puppets (1986).  The introduction is composed of three riffs and a 

variation of one of these riffs (riff b’).  This introduction highlights the rhythm guitar 

more than usual by excluding regular drum patterns for the first 27 measures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.  Formal structure of “Master of Puppets” 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Intro  riff a motive (no drums) 1-3   3mm. 

riff a (no drums)  4-19  16mm. 

riff b (no drums)  20-27   8mm. 

riff b’   28-43  16mm. 

   (extension)  44   1m. 

guitar fill (no drums) 45-46   2mm. 

riff c   47-54   8mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 1  riff c   55-70  16mm. 

Pre-Chorus 1 riff c’   71-79   9mm. 

Chorus 1  riff d   80-97  18mm. 

Chorus 2  riff e   98-120  23mm. 

    (Interlude 1) riff b’   121-128    8mm. 

     (extension)  129    1m. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 2  riff c   130-145  16mm. 

Pre-Chorus 1 riff c’   146-154    9mm. 

Chorus 1  riff d   155-172  18mm. 

Chorus 2  riff e   173-195  23mm. 

    (transition) (vocals only)  196-197    2mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Instrumental 1 chord prog. 1 (clean, no drums)  198-207   10mm. 

Instrumental 2 chord prog. 1 (clean) 208-217  10mm. 

Lead Break 1 chord prog. 1 (clean) 218-227  10mm. 

Instrumental 2 chord prog. 1 (clean) 228-237  10mm. 

Instrumental 1 chord prog. 1 (dist.)  238-247  10mm. 

    (transition)    248-249   2mm. 

Interlude 2 riff f   250-253   4mm. 

Bridge  riff f   254-265  12mm. 

Lead Break 2 riff c   266-281  16mm. 

  riff c’   282-290   9mm. 

Instrumental 3 riff g   291-298   8mm. 

 riff h    299-316  18mm. 

    (Interlude 3) riff b (no drums)  317-324   8mm. 

     (extension)  325   1m. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 3  riff c   326-341  16mm. 

Pre-Chorus 2 riff c’   342-350    9mm. 

Chorus 1  riff d   351-368  18mm. 

Chorus 2  riff e   369-391  23mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Coda  riff c   392-407  16mm. 

   (interlude) (vocals only)  408   1m. 

Ending  (riff b motive)  409-410   2mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

A 

A 

B 

A 
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The formal structure of its A-section is lengthy and includes a verse, a pre-chorus, 

and two choruses.  To add to the complexity of the A-section, the pre-chorus is altered in 

the final verse-chorus rotation.  Three different riffs are used during the verse-chorus 

rotations plus one variation (riff c’).   

The B-section of “Master of Puppets” is quite lengthy.  It includes a bridge and 

five different riffs plus one variation (riff c’).  The opening instrumental passages of the 

B-section are supported by a “clean” chord progression—that is, a chord progression 

played by the guitar with no distortion.  The great variety and contrasting moods in the B-

section make “Master of Puppets” stand out as one of Metallica’s most artistic songs. 

The closing section draws on the riffs from the introduction.  Unlike the closing 

section of “Motorbreath,” the closing section of “Master of Puppets” does not build in 

energy by adding structurally significant units.  This is more typical of Metallica’s 

closing sections.    

The overall form of “Master of Puppets” is much more complex and diverse than 

“Motorbreath.”  “Master of Puppets” includes eight different riffs plus two riff variations 

in addition to non-riff-based instrumental passages.  “Motorbreath” uses only four riffs 

plus one riff variation.  These differences illustrate the evolution of Metallica’s 

compositional mind throughout the 1980s.  

 

One 

The song “One,” outlined in Figure 3.3, appears on Metallica’s fourth album, 

…And Justice For All (1988).  The overall structure follows the AAB’ form of the Fade 

To Black Paradigm, yet it is more accurate to label the form for “One” as AA’B’.  The 

second A-section differs from the first because of the addition of a second chorus, which 
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Figure 3.3.  Formal structure of “One” 

 

 

is a variation of the first chorus.  This is a significant change since Metallica does not add 

a new chorus in the second A-section in any other song and rarely adds a new chorus in 

closing A-sections.
5
 

                                                
5
 The closing A-section of “Blackened” (1988) is the only other Metallica song from the 1980s to 

add a new chorus. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Intro  chord prog. 1 (clean, no drums)  1-16  16mm. 

chord prog. 1 (clean) 17-24    8mm. 

chord prog. 2 (clean) 25-33    9mm. 

chord prog. 3 (clean) 34-41    8mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 1  chord prog. 2 (clean) 42-57  16mm. 

Chorus 1  riff a   58-59    2mm. 

Interlude 1 chord prog. 3 (clean) 60-67    8mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Verse 2  chord prog. 2 (clean) 68-83  16mm. 

Chorus 1  riff a   84-85    2mm. 

Interlude 1 chord prog. 3 (clean) 86-101  16mm. 

Chorus 2  riff a   102-105    4mm. 

    (extension) riff a motive  106    1m. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Instrumental 1 riff b   107-122    16mm. 

Instrumental 2 riff c   123-130    8mm. 

    (transition)    131-132    2mm. 

Interlude  riff d   133-135    3mm. 

  riff d’   136-140    5mm. 

Bridge  riff d   141-144    4mm. 

riff e   145-148    4mm. 

 riff d   149-152    4mm. 

Instrumental 3 riff f   153-160    8mm. 

  riff f’   161-164    4mm. 

  riff f   165-172    8mm. 

  riff f’   173-176    4mm. 

Lead Break 1 riff f   177-184    8mm. 

      riff f’   185-186    2mm. 

 riff g   187-194    8mm. 

 riff h   195-202    8mm. 

 riff i    203-210    8mm. 

     (transition)    211-212    2mm. 

Instrumental 4 riff f    213-220    8mm. 

    (transition)    221-222    2mm. 

Instrumental 5 riff j   223-240  18mm. 

 riff f   241-248     8mm. 

 riff k   249-254    6mm. 

 riff l   255-263    9mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 riff f   264-267    4mm. 

A 

A’ 

B’ 
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The introduction of “One” is based on three clean chord progressions—an 

unusual way to open a thrash metal song.  This extensive use of the clean sound on the 

guitar, however, is characteristic of the Fade to Black paradigm.   

The A-sections use the clean guitar sound during everything but the choruses.  

This juxtaposition of clean and distorted guitars in the A-section is also characteristic of 

the Fade to Black paradigm.
6
 

The B-section of “One” is by far the most elaborate of Metallica’s songs.  Eleven 

riffs are introduced plus two variations.  Five instrumental sections, a bridge and a lead 

break are included.  The bridge
7
 of “One” is supported by two riffs in contrast with the 

bridge of “Master of Puppets,” for instance, which is supported by only one riff.  The 

lead break of “One” is supported by four different riffs and one variation.  The lead break 

from “Master of Puppets” is supported by only one riff and its variation.   

 

Conclusion 

Metallica’s formal structures depend almost completely upon riffs.  Except for the 

limited passages that rely on chord progressions with a clean guitar sound, Metallica’s 

guitar parts are almost completely riff-based.  Whereas some early Metallica songs such 

as “Motorbreath” include only a few riffs, most later Metallica songs build upon a large 

collection of riffs and their variations.  Understanding how these riffs fit into Metallica’s 

basic large-scale forms provides important context for the remainder of this study. 

                                                
6
 Like “One,” “Welcome Home (Sanitarium)” alternates between verses with a clean sound and 

choruses with a distortion sound.  “Fade To Black,” however, does not have a chorus but instead juxtaposes 

the verses using a clean sound with short instrumental interludes using distortion.   

 
7
 The term “bridge” in this context is a misnomer since it is not connecting (“bridging”) any vocal 

sections.  However, since the vocal section is located in the exact place where a bridge would appear in a 

song had there been a final rotation, I continue to use the term “bridge.”   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Riffs 

 

 

In order to understand the nature of Metallica’s music, one must understand the 

nature of riffs.  Grove Music Online defines a riff as a “short, melodic ostinato which 

may be repeated either intact or varied to accommodate an underlying harmonic 

pattern.”
1
  Distinguishing blues-based riffs from the horn riffs of the big bands in the 

1930s and 1940s, it notes that riffs can serve as the sole accompaniment and not just 

melodic elaborations of an accompanying harmonic pattern.  Metallica follows in this 

blues tradition with riffs that function both melodically and harmonically. 

The melodic and harmonic aspects of Metallica’s riffs cannot be separated into 

single-note articulations and power chords respectively as one might first assume.  Single 

notes often take on a harmonic function, and power chords, despite the term’s harmonic 

implications, are often used melodically.  Glenn T. Pillsbury notes that “power chords 

blur the traditional distinction between harmony and melody, and convey, in many ways, 

both harmony and melody.”
2
   

Power chords—open power chords in particular—are commonly a means of 

creating volume, and often function as accents within a melodic gesture.
3
  The first 

                                                
1
 J. Bradford Robinson, "Riff," in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/23453 (accessed March 17, 2009). 

 
2
 Pillsbury, 210. 

 
3
 The addition of a fifth above any melodic gesture naturally adds more volume, and it helps 

produce resultant tones that are amplified by the distortion of the guitar.  These tones strengthen the root of 

the power chord.  (See chapter two, pages 12-13 for further details.) 
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measure of the chorus riff of “Harvester of Sorrow,” shown in Example 4.1, demonstrates 

both harmonic and melodic functions with its use of power chords.  The low palm-muted  

 
 

Example 4.1.  First measure of the chorus riff of “Harvester of Sorrow” 

 

 

power chords on E in the first measure are clearly harmonic in function while the power 

chords in the rest of the measure should be understood as accents within a melodic 

gesture.  This chapter will discuss these distinctions in detail and will provide guidelines 

for interpretation.   

 

Melody 

 

Metallica’s riffs do not adhere to any single melodic formula but rather pass in 

and out of different scales.  Example 4.2 shows the most common scales used by 

Metallica relative to a tonal center on E.
4
 The basis of the opening riff of “Hit the 

Lights,” shown in Example 4.3, is the minor pentatonic scale.
5
 Here again, power chords 

function as accented power chords and single notes belong to the A minor pentatonic 

scale with the exception of an elaborative D#, the raised fourth in A minor. 

                                                
4
 The roman numerals show degrees only and do not suggest the quality of a chord.  Unaltered 

scale degrees and the harmonies built upon these assume by default the natural minor scale and the 

harmonies typically associated with it.  The minor pentatonic scale degrees can be subsumed under this 

scale. 

 
5
 Pentatonic riffs are most commonly found in Metallica’s first album, Kill ‘Em All (1983). 
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Example 4.2.  Most common scales used by Metallica (tonal center on E) 

 

 

 
 

Example 4.3.  Opening riff of “Hit the Lights,” A minor pentatonic scale 

 

 

 The basis of most of the opening riffs of “Dyers Eve” is the natural minor scale.  

One of these riffs, shown in Example 4.4, uses the entire natural minor scale. 

 
 

Example 4.4.  An opening riff from “Dyers Eve,” natural minor scale 

 

 

The flatted-fifth and the flatted-second are common additions to the natural minor 

scale in Metallica’s music.  Sometimes these notes function as replacements for their 

natural minor counterparts, but often they are articulated alongside them.  The chorus riff 

of “Harvester of Sorrows,” shown in Example 4.5, demonstrates this latter use of the 

flatted-fifth and the flatted-second.  The first measure contains both B and B-flat, with  
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Example 4.5.  Chorus riff of “Harvester of Sorrow,” addition of flatted-fifth and flatted-second 

 

 

both as equal contributors to the riff.  The second measure adds the flatted-second scale 

degree (F) to the scale, yet it still articulates its natural minor counterpart later in the 

same measure. 

 Often times riffs use both versions of the second scale degree in close succession 

in a manner that strongly suggests closure to the tonic.  This occurs most often at the ends 

of riffs.  The chorus riff of “For Whom the Bell Tolls,” shown in Example 4.6, utilizes  

 
 

Example 4.6.  Chorus riff of “For Whom the Bell Tolls,” two versions of second scale degree 

 

 

both versions of the second scale degree in this way.  After ending the second measure on 

F#, the final measure ends with both an F# and F power chord in succession.  This 

addition of the flatted-second contributes to the strong sense of closure that occurs on the 

downbeat of the next measure.
6
 

 The other pitch grouping found on occasion is the chromatic scale.  The opening 

riff of “Master of Puppets,” shown in Example 4.7, most clearly demonstrates this. 

Supported by an underlying tonic pedal, this riff includes every note of the chromatic 

                                                
6
 See chapter six, pages 94-96 for further analysis of this excerpt. 
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Example 4.7.  Opening riff of “Master of Puppets” with chromatic scale 

 

 

scale except for the flatted-second.  Tonic pedals are common with chromatic riffs in 

Metallica.
7
  

Metallica commonly uses all notes except the major sixth (C#), the major seventh 

(D#), and the major third (G#).  They avoid these notes because they most strongly 

connote a major mode.  The major sixth is rarely used except in chromatic passages.
8
  

The chorus riff of “Leper Messiah, ” shown in Example 4.8, incorporates both the major  

 
 

Example 4.8.  Chorus riff of “Leper Messiah,” use of major sixth and major seventh 

 

                                                
7
 The chorus riff of “Leper Messiah” (Example 4.8 above) and the verse riff of “The Frayed Ends 

of Sanity” (see Example 4.9 below) both exhibit chromaticism over a tonic pedal.  The use of chromaticsm 

in the chorus riff of “The Frayed Ends of Sanity,” however, detaches itself from a tonic pedal to some 

degree. 

 
8
 The major sixth is used, however, in the clean guitar accompaniment during the verse of 

“Welcome Home (Sanitarium)” as part of a borrowed major IV chord. 
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sixth and the major seventh as part of a chromatic descent.
9
  As mentioned above, 

chromatic passages are typically supported by an underlying tonic pedal.  In Example 4.8, 

palm-muted low-Es on the second and fourth beats function as a supporting tonic pedal 

below the chromatic power chords. 

Metallica typically avoids the major third since the third alone can dictate a 

scale’s quality.
10

  Nevertheless, it can be found in a few chromatic passages such as the 

verse riff of “The Frayed Ends of Sanity,” shown in Example 4.9. 

 
 

Example 4.9.  Verse riff of “The Frayed Ends of Sanity,” major third used chromatically 

 

 

The major seventh, in addition to its use in chromatic passages, is occasionally 

used as a leading tone.  The opening riff of “Battery,” shown in Example 4.10, displays 

this use of the major seventh, while also including the major third as part of a chromatic 

passage. 

 
 
Example 4.10.  Opening riff of “Battery,” major seventh as leading tone and major third used chromatically 

                                                
 

9
 This example uses the enharmonic spelling of the major seventh because of its descending 

resolution.   

 
10

 The major third is also found in a few other chromatic passages including the opening riff to 

“Master of Puppets” (see Example 4.7 above), the chorus riff of “The Frayed Ends of Sanity” (see Chapter 

5, Example 5.6 on page 60), and at the midpoint of the opening riff of “Battery” (see Example 4.10 above).   
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Metallica tends not to use the major seventh as the root of a power chord.  One of 

the few cases occurs in the pre-bridge riff of “Welcome Home (Sanitarium),” shown in 

Example 4.11.
11

 The power chord functions here as a large-scale chromatic passing tone  

 
 
Example 4.11.  Pre-bridge riff of “Welcome Home (Sanitarium),” major seventh as root of a power chord 

 

 

from D to E.  Beginning with repeated motion from D to D# in the first and third 

measures of this riff, the tonic is finally reached in the fourth measure by means of an 

ascending gesture of D to E.  This arrival on the tonic resolves the tension produced by 

the D# and completes the large-scale chromatic motion initiated in the first measure of 

the riff. 

 

Harmony 

 

Aside from a clearly present tonic function, harmonic function in the traditional 

sense is not often applicable in Metallica’s music.  While utilizing classical tonic,        

pre-dominant, and dominant harmonic procedures in certain circumstances, Metallica’s 

music tends to appropriate blues harmonic functions.  The blues is categorized by a IV-I 

closing gesture, often referred to as a plagal cadence.  Plagal function is quite evident in 

the verse riff of “Master of Puppets,” shown in Example 4.12. The first and third 

measures clearly articulate the tonic.  The second measure elaborates the IV chord by  

                                                
11

 The major seventh as the root of a power chord is also found in the bridge riff of “Blackened” 

and the first chorus riff of “Master of Puppets.”   
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Example 4.12.  Verse riff of “Master of Puppets,” plagal function 

 

 

means of a chromatic upper neighbor (B-flat) and a diatonic lower neighbor (G).  The 

fourth measure elaborates the IV chord by the diatonic lower neighbor alone.
12

 

 Plagal function is also evident in the first riff beneath the lead break of “Ride the 

Lightning,” as seen below in Example 4.13.  The VI chord serves here as an arpeggiation  

 
 

Example 4.13.  First riff of lead break from “Ride the Lightning,” plagal function 

 

 

of the IV chord.  The second G functions as an accented passing tone to the IV chord and 

does not have a harmonic function. 

Traditional dominant function is less prevalent in Metallica’s music.  When it is 

found, it is typically prepared by two or more other harmonies in a progression.  The 

                                                
12

 Allan Moore’s article on the cadential nature of the flatted-seventh-to-tonic motion in rock 

music, while limited only to closure on the tonic, seems applicable here and in other examples as a basis for 

local resolution to the IV chord.  Allan Moore, “The So-Called ‘Flatted-Seventh’ in Rock,” Popular Music 

14, no. 2 (May, 1995): 185-201. 
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chorus riff of “The Four Horsemen,” shown in Example 4.14, consists of a descending 

harmonic progression from the tonic to the dominant. This descending tetrachord in the  

 
 

Example 4.14.  Chorus riff of “The Four Horsemen,” traditional dominant function 

 

 

bass, very common in Western classical music, supports a I-VII-VI-V harmonic 

progression—a familiar approach to the dominant in Metallica’s music.
13

  This 

progression is common partly because Metallica almost always prepares the dominant by 

descending step-motion, even if only by a single upper neighbor.  This results in a 

significant lack of pre-dominant function outside the VI chord.  The II chord never 

functions as a pre-dominant and a move to the dominant from the IV chord, a frequent 

event in classical music, is used sparingly.
14

  

 The flatted-second scale degree occasionally functions harmonically, even though 

it usually functions melodically as a chromatic upper-neighbor or passing tone to the 

tonic.  When it functions harmonically, most often it is juxtaposed against the tonic in a 

manner that suggests either the Phrygian or Locrian mode.
15

  A variation of the chorus 

riff found after the lead break of “Harvester of Sorrow,” shown in Example 4.15,  

                                                
13

 This progression is also found in the first riff beneath the lead break of “The Four Horsemen,” 

the first measure of the pre-bridge riff of “Ride the Lightning,” the bridge riff of “Trapped Under Ice,” and 

the last two measures of the bridge riff of “Damage Inc.” 

 
14

 A rare example of a IV-V progression is found in the verse riff of “No Remorse.” 

 
15

 Glenn T. Pillsbury extensively discusses Metallica’s use of the Phrygian mode in his book, 

Damage Incorporated: Metallica and the Production of Musical Identity.  He warns against an unbridled 

application of the term “Phrygian” to all or even most riffs that include the flatted-second.  Pillsbury asserts 

that a distinction must be made between riffs that use the flatted-second for its half-step relationship with 

the first scale degree and those that use it to specifically evoke a Phrygian sound.  Riffs of the former type 
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Example 4.15.  Chorus riff variation from “Harvester of Sorrow,” flatted-second with harmonic function 

 

 

highlights this function.  Two guitars begin each measure of the riff with melodic 

embellishments that suggest a IV chord.  The second half of each measure marks an 

arrival on the tonic and the flatted-second respectively with low palm-muted power 

chords.  The lower register and the unwavering pitch content of the second half of each 

measure suggest harmonic function.  This harmonic function in the low register stands 

out against the middle register of the melodic embellishments, highlighting the distinctive 

harmonic relationship that, in this case, suggests the Locrian mode. 

On a few rare occasions, the flatted-second can be seen functioning harmonically 

as a part of a Neapolitan-to-dominant progression.  This progression is found in one of 

the chorus riffs of “Battery,” shown in Example 4.16.
16

 The progression is somewhat 

unusual in its use of the leading tone as the bass of the dominant chord.  It is possible that 

Metallica uses this inverted dominant to suggest an augmented sixth-chord resolution to 

the tonic—an event found in certain 19
th
 century compositions of Schubert and Wolf. 

                                                                                                                                            
are considerably more common and thereby demand a greater degree of Phrygian rhetoric for a riff to be 

clearly labeled as “Phrygian.”  Pillsbury, 99-131. 

 
16

 Another example is found in the final measure of the bridge riff of “Damage Inc.” in the second 

guitar and bass parts. 
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Example 4.16.  A chorus riff of “Battery,” Neapolitan to dominant harmonic progression 

 

 

Also quite rare is the use of the flatted-second as part of a circle-of-fifths 

progression.  An example of this occurs at the end of the chorus of “…And Justice For 

All,” shown in Example 4.17. The circle-of-fifths pattern begins on G and ends on Bb—

the chromatic upper neighbor tone of the plagal IV chord. 

 
 

Example 4.17.  End of chorus of “…And Justice For All,” flatted-second within a circle-of-fifths 

 

 

Modulation 

 

As mentioned above, the second scale degree almost always functions 

melodically.  Nevertheless, on occasion it functions as a local tonic by means of a 

modulation.  The second scale degree is the ideal, and generally, the only choice for 

modulation for two reasons.  First, modulation up a step suggests an increase in intensity 

and expression.  In his 1977 study of Wagner’s “Ring Cycle,” Robert Bailey classifies 
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this phenomenon as the “‘expressive’ use of tonality” in which “the repetition or recall of 

a passage is transposed up to underscore intensification, or shifted down to indicate 

relaxation.”
17

  Modulation up a whole step is heard as an intensification in Metallica 

partly because the vocal line simply shifts up without altering its relative position to the 

tonic.  The common classical music modulation from the tonic to the dominant, on the 

other hand, tends to function more as a harmonic shift “elsewhere” than a harmonic shift 

“up.”   

Second, Metallica values lowness as a metaphor for heaviness.  A tonal shift from 

E—the lowest possible tonal center due to the guitar’s pitch range—to its dominant, for 

instance, would lessen the heaviness of the new tonic, B. 

Modulation to the second scale degree serves as the primary form of larger-scale 

tonal tension in Metallica’s music.  Its onset and its resolution often mark important 

structural units.  The pre-chorus riff of “Master of Puppets, shown in Example 4.18, is an 

example of such a modulation.  After beginning with the verse riff on E (Example 4.12), 

the pre-chorus riff, an almost direct copy of the verse riff, is transposed up one whole step 

 
 

Example 4.18.  Pre-chorus riff of “Master of Puppets,” modulation to second scale degree 

                                                
17

 This phenomenon has also been referred to as the “pump-up.”  Robert Bailey, “The Structure of 

the Ring and Its Evolution,” 19
th

-Century Music 1, no. 1 (1977): 51.  Adam Ricci, “A ‘Hard Habit to 

Break’: The Integration of Harmonic Cycles and Voice-Leading Structure in Two Songs by Chicago,” 

Indiana Theory Review 21 (Spring-Fall 2000): 129-146. 
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to F#.
18

  This use of the second scale degree should be viewed as a modulation to the 

second scale degree and not a harmonically functioning second scale degree in the 

original key. 

 The end of the pre-chorus riff from “Master of Puppets,” shown in Example 4.19, 

transitions to the first chorus and reestablishes the first scale degree as tonic.  This occurs  

 
 

Example 4.19.  End of pre-chorus riff from “Master of Puppets,” change in harmonic function 

 

 

by changing the function of the final chord of the riff.  As did the verse riff, the pre-

chorus riff ends on a IV chord relative to its local tonic.  The IV chord’s plagal function 

creates harmonic tension that seeks resolution to the tonic.  In the scenario shown in 

Example 4.19, however, the B power chord at the end of the pre-chorus functions as a 

dominant of the original tonic, E, which is also the tonic of the riff that follows. 

 Example 4.20 shows a diagram of the common notes used in Metallica’s riffs, 

beginning on E, and compares the common intervals that occur in riffs that are centered  

                                                
18

 Aside from the modulation, two differences between the verse riff (Example 4.12) and the pre-

chorus riff (Example 4.18) exist.  The first is the major-sixth interval found over each A in the pre-chorus 

riff.  The reason a simple power chord on A is not used is because it would make the passage significantly 

more difficult and less natural to play.  While Metallica doesn’t shy away from difficult passages, the 

change is made for the sake of James Hetfield, rhythm guitar player and lead singer, who sings and plays at 

this point of the song.  Furthermore, the change is hardly noticeable to the ear since the more important 

note, A, is unchanged. 

The second difference is the omission of the low tonic pitch in the second measure on the “and of 

2.”  This note also is excluded because of the increased difficulty of the passage due to modulation.  This 

note also is rather unimportant since it is still played by the bass guitar. 
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Example 4.20.  Comparison of common intervals occurring in riffs centered on E and F# 

 

 

on both E and F#.  Open notes mark the tonic pitch of the two keys.  Small pitches 

demarcate the major third, the major sixth, and the major seventh above each tonic—

pitches typically avoided.  As noted above, the fourth scale degree of F# is 

simultaneously the fifth scale degree of E.  Thus, the same pitch, B, can initiate both a 

plagal resolution in F# (IV-I) and a dominant resolution in E (V-I).  Additionally, the 

chromatic upper-neighbor tone relationship of the VI-V cadential progression in E is 

found in the bV-IV cadential progression in F#.  This relationship can be found at the 

elision of the two sections of the verse in “Ride the Lightning,” shown in Example 4.21.  

The second measure in Example 4.21 is the final measure of the verse’s first section, 

which ends with a VI-V cadential progression, previously resolved to the tonic earlier in 

the same riff.  However, this second articulation of these notes serves as a vehicle of 

modulation, preparing a plagal resolution to F#.   

 
 
Example 4.21.  End of the first part of the verse riff from “Ride the Lightning,” modulation by change in 

harmonic function 
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 In addition to the possible shifts in harmonic function, modulation to the second 

scale degree can occur by means of shifting from harmonic function to melodic function.  

This is most evident in the chorus riff of “Whiplash,” shown in Example 4.22.  The verse  

 
 

Example 4.22.  Chorus riff of “Whiplash,” modulation from harmonic function to melodic function 

 

 

riff preceding the chorus riff clearly establishes E as the tonic.  The first three power 

chords of the chorus riff, then, seem to suggest a VI-V-IV harmonic progression in E that 

eventually resolves to the tonic at the end of the second measure after passing through the 

second scale degree.  However, the second measure clearly emphasizes the F# with 

nearly three entire beats of power chords and suppresses the supposed resolution to the 

tonic on the fourth beat by articulating only a single note.  This suggests that the power 

chords in the first measure function melodically as a minor-pentatonic descending gesture 

with a flatted-fifth (C) in the key of F#.   

 While the guitar parts alone leave the tonal center of the chorus riff ambiguous, 

the vocal line does not.  Example 4.23 shows the chorus vocal line beginning with the 

pick-up to the second measure and a summarization of its pitch content.  The vocal line is 

completely derived from the minor pentatonic scale with an added flatted-fifth in F#.   
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Example 4.23.  Chorus vocal line of “Whiplash,” pitch content summarization 

 

 

The end of the chorus of “Whiplash” modulates from F# back to E simply by 

asserting tonic function to the seventh scale degree in F#—the final note of the chorus riff 

(E).  Example 4.24 shows the final measure of the chorus riff and its modulation back to  

 
 

Example 4.24.  Final measure of chorus riff from “Whiplash,” modulation from F# back to E 

 

 

the original tonic.  The final note of the chorus riff is followed by a caesura in the guitars 

and a one-measure drum fill while the vocals scream the word “whiplash” on a high F#.  

The riff that follows, one used earlier in the introduction, is clearly centered on E.
19

  

 

Conclusion 

 

As noted in chapter three, riffs are the primary building blocks of Metallica’s 

music.  Understanding Metallica’s music demands specific definitions of their riffs.  This 

chapter addresses the nuances of melodic and harmonic function within Metallica’s riffs.  

                                                
19

 A similar modulation occurs at the end of the chorus of “Eye of the Beholder,” however, with a 

significantly shorter caesura in the guitars.   
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Clear articulation of the differences between these functions and the tonal norms in which 

they operate is necessary for establishing a theory of riff structure in Metallica. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Fundamentals of Musical Process in Metallica 

 

In traditional analyses of musical form, musical elements of pitch such as 

harmony and melody have been prized above other musical elements such as register, 

duration, and rhythm.  While harmony and melody are often foregrounded in the listening 

experience, these elements are only part of greater musical processes that are informed by 

many other musical elements.  In his book Structural Functions of Music (1976), Wallace 

Berry notes three processes in music: progression, recession, and stasis.
1
  Progression and 

recession are the mounting and subsiding of tension, respectively.  Stasis is the relative 

lack of progression and recession.  It is these basic processes themselves, and not merely 

specific manifestations of them, that shape musical form. 

This chapter addresses how the musical processes of progression, recession, and 

stasis are created within isolated musical elements.  A strong understanding of these 

processes provides a basis for the following chapter, which discusses the formal effects of 

the combination of multiple events at once.  These chapters, taken together, provide the 

foundation for a theory of riff structure in Metallica.   

Robert G. Hopkins’ Closure and Mahler’s Music: The Role of Secondary 

Parameters (1990) serves as the chief influence on my approach to understanding 

progression and recession in each musical element.  Hopkins classifies musical elements 

 

 

                                                
1
 Berry, Structural Functions in Music, 7. 
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into primary and secondary parameters (elements).  Primary parameters consist of 

melody—what Hopkins calls “tonal pitch”
2
—and harmony.  These parameters have been 

discussed in great detail in chapter four of this study and so their precise relationship to 

progression and recession is addressed only in a general sense.
3
  Secondary parameters 

include other possible music elements such as dynamics, rhythm, register, and timbre.  

This study focuses on the secondary parameters of pitch register, duration/rhythm, 

rhythmic consonance/dissonance, and various drum sounds, patterns, and relationships. 

 

Melody and Harmony and Musical Process 

Progression in melody occurs when a melodic line departs from the tonic pitch or 

some other central pitch.  Ascending patterns tend to be more intensifying than 

descending patterns with large ascending intervals more tensive than stepwise motion.  

Neighboring tones to the tonic tend to be the most tensive.  

 Recession in melody occurs with a return to the tonic.  Stepwise, descending 

patterns also create recession—the longer the pattern, the stronger the sense of recession.  

When these patterns follow an upward leap, recession is stronger.  The most complete 

form of melodic recession and closure occurs with descending, stepwise motion to the 

tonic. 

 

 

                                                
2
 Hopkins, Closure and Mahler’s Music, 8. 

 
3
 Both Hopkins and I assume the reader to have a basic understanding of tonal function and choose 

not to stratify the primary parameters in great detail in regard to progression and recession (Hopkins uses 

the terms “intensification” and “abatement” to refer to Berry’s “progression” and “recession”) so as not to 

distract from the multifaceted approach to musical form that we seek.  Ibid. 
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 Progression in harmony occurs with any move away from the tonic or some other 

central harmony. Motion to the dominant and the flatted-seventh generally provide the 

most tension.
4
  Recession in harmony occurs with any return to the tonic.

5
  

 

Pitch Register and Musical Process 

Progression and recession can also be found in pitch register.  Just as ascending 

and descending motion suggest a greater and lesser intensity respectively, so also do 

higher and lower pitches create progression and recession.  Progression and recession of 

pitch register can be found in the first measure of the pre-bridge riff of “The Four 

Horsemen,” shown in Example 5.1.  Beginning on the low E, the riff passes through the 

A and B before embellishing the E an octave above.  A brief recession immediately 

follows the last E in the first measure with a return to the low E on the downbeat of the 

second measure.
6
 

 
 

Example 5.1.  Pre-bridge riff of “The Four Horsemen,” progression and recession of pitch register 

 

                                                
4
 For Hopkins, chords with dominant function are the most tensive.  The dominant V-chord and 

sometimes the flatted-seventh carry this function in Metallica. 

 
5
 In Metallica, harmonic motion leading away from the dominant is almost always to the tonic.  

Occasionally, melodic motion will connect the dominant with the tonic as in the final measure of the chorus 

riff of “The Four Horsemen,” shown in Example 5.4 below.   

All comments in this section on musical process in melody and harmony derive from Hopkins, 8, 

35, 40. 

 
6
 A similar progression is found in the verse riff of “Seek & Destroy.”   
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Recession in pitch register is also found in the bridge riff of “Trapped Under Ice,” 

shown in Example 5.2a.  Beginning on an E power chord an octave above the low E of 

the guitar, the riff utilizes a downward register shift to strengthen the recession present in 

 
 

Example 5.2a.  Bridge riff of “Trapped Under Ice,” recession in pitch register 

 

 

both harmonic and melodic elements.  Example 5.2b shows an alternate version that 

eliminates the register shift and produces registral stasis.  The change is significant even 

though the melodic and harmonic elements function in the same way as in Example 5.2a. 

 

 
 

Example 5.2b.  Bridge riff of “Trapped Under Ice,” registral stasis 

 

 

Duration and Rhythm and Musical Process 

Duration and rhythm are perhaps the most important musical elements, along with 

melody and harmony, in creating progression and recession in music.  Rhythm is 

essentially a series of articulated durations understood in relation to each other.  
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Durations are measured time and the building blocks of rhythm.  Unlike the other musical 

elements discussed above, durations and rhythm cannot exist without the articulation of a 

series of musical events in time.  Robert G. Hopkins labels these musical elements 

“dependent variables” since they depend on the articulation of other musical elements 

such as melody, harmony, and pitch register, which Hopkins calls “independent 

variables.”
7
 

 Hopkins defines three types of rhythms: those with additive durations, those with 

cumulative durations, and those with countercumulative durations.  Example 5.3 shows 

each of these types.  Additive durations are simply repetitions of a single duration.  They  

 
 

Example 5.3.  Hopkins’s three types of rhythms 

 

 

tend to produce stasis, but can function contextually as a progression.  Cumulative 

durations create rhythms that end with a longer duration than the previous ones.  These 

rhythms function as a recession.  Countercumulative durations create rhythms that end 

with a shorter duration and function as a progression.   

                                                
7
 Hopkins, 29-30. 
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These rhythms can be found with several different types of events.  Events 

relating to pitch and dynamics are typically the most important.  Some of the more 

important rhythmic events include harmonic rhythm, melodic rhythm, pitch rhythm, and 

dynamic accent rhythm.  Examples of both progressive and recessive types of these 

rhythmic events are demonstrated below.   

 

Harmonic Rhythm 

A progressive harmonic rhythm is found with the chorus riff of “The Four 

Horsemen,” shown in Example 5.4.   A descending harmonic sequence, I-VII-VI-V, 

begins with a harmonic rhythm of one change per every two measures.  Upon the  

 
 

Example 5.4.  Chorus riff of “The Four Horsemen,” progressive harmonic rhythm 

 

 

repetition of the harmonic sequence, the final two harmonies’ durations are reduced to 

one measure each.  This results in an acceleration of harmonic rhythm, which creates a 

countercumulative rhythm for the whole passage.  This raises the intensity at the end of 

the passage and prepares a strong resolution at the point of elision with the next 

downbeat. 

A recessive harmonic rhythm is found with one of the post-lead break riffs of 

“Ride the Lightning,” shown in Example 5.5.  A I-VI-IV progression, elaborated by  
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Example 5.5.  A post-lead break riff of “Ride the Lightning,” recessive harmonic rhythm 

 

 

arpeggiations and neighbor tones,
8
 begins with a harmonic rhythm of one change per 

measure.  The IV-chord, after being delayed by an accented passing tone, has a duration 

of almost two full measures, creating a cumulative rhythm.   

 

Melodic Rhythm 

Melodic rhythm includes every articulation of every single pitch and power chord 

in a passage.  The first four measures of the chorus riff of “The Frayed Ends of Sanity,” 

shown in Example 5.6, demonstrate a progressive melodic rhythm.  Beginning with half-  

 
 

Example 5.6.  Beginning of chorus riff from “The Frayed Ends of Sanity,” progressive melodic rhythm 

 

 

note durations in the first and third measures, the melodic rhythm increases to eighth 

notes at the second and fourth measures.   

 

                                                
8
 See Example 4.13 on page 44 of chapter four for further explanation of pitch function. 
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Recessive melodic rhythms are found with the opening riff of “No Remorse,” 

shown in Example 5.7.  The end of each two-measure grouping culminates in a quarter-

note duration that interrupts the steady flow of eighth notes. 

 
 

Example 5.7.  Opening riff of “No Remorse,” recessive melodic rhythm 

 

Pitch Rhythm 

Pitch rhythm is the rhythm of every change of pitch and does not include 

immediate repetitions of pitches.
9
  The introductory riff of “Disposable Heroes,” shown 

in Example 5.8, exemplifies a progressive pitch rhythm.  The first three measures show 

three beats of the pitch E followed by three changes in pitch, each a quarter note duration.  

 
 

Example 5.8.  Intro riff of “Disposable Heroes,” progressive pitch rhythm 

 

 

The final measure can be understood as a 12/8-measure divided into nine beats of low E 

and three beats of the E power chord up an octave.   

                                                
9
 Pitch rhythm is the same as melodic rhythm if pitches are not repeated in succession. 
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A recessive pitch rhythm is found in one of the opening riffs of “Creeping Death,” 

shown in Example 5.9.  A pitch rhythm of five consecutive quarter notes is followed by a 

dotted half note duration.   

 
 

Example 5.9.  An opening riff of “Creeping Death,” recessive pitch rhythm 

 

 

Dynamic Accent Rhythm 

 

Dynamic accent rhythm includes the duration between articulations of perceived 

dynamic increase.  Power chords often create a sense of dynamic accent, particularly 

when they are played as open chords and juxtaposed with palm muted low Es.  The verse 

riff of “Ride the Lightning,” shown in Example 5.10, demonstrates both a progressive 

and a recessive dynamic accent rhythm.  Each of the first three measures consists of open  

 
 

Example 5.10.  Verse riff of “Ride the Lightning,” dynamic accent rhythm 
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power chords on the downbeat and the “and-of-two,”
10

 which function as accents in 

relation to the surrounding palm-muted low Es.
11

  The accents divide each measure into 

two units: the first with a duration of three eighth notes and the second a duration of five.  

These durations create a cumulative rhythm, which functions as a recession.   

 The fourth measure of this excerpt illustrates a countercumulative rhythm.  The 

fourth measure is divided into three units instead of two with the third unit marked by 

two consecutive open power chords sounded on the last two eighth notes of the 

measure.
12

  This accent grouping divides the measure into durations of three, three, and 

two eighth notes, thus creating a progression. 

 

Rhythmic Dissonance and Musical Process 

 

The division of the eight eighth-note pulses into 3+3+2, as shown in Example 

5.10 above, not only creates a countercumulative rhythm, it also creates a rhythmic 

dissonance.  Rhythmic consonance and dissonance are important components of musical 

process.  Motion from consonance to dissonance creates progression while the reverse 

creates recession.  This notion is largely identical to that of consonance and dissonance 

and pitch.   

                                                
10

 The possible divisions of each beat into sixteenth-note subdivisions will be worded as follows: 

one sixteenth-note after a beat, x, is termed the “second sixteenth of x”; two sixteenth-notes or one eighth-

note after the beat is the “and of x”; three sixteenth-notes after the beat is the “fourth sixteenth of x.”  The 

use of the term “and of x” allows for a simplified set of terms in referring to eighth notes alone.  It is a 

common enough term, despite its somewhat informal tone, that it is more effective to retain this label than 

to replace it with the “third sixteenth of x.”   

 
11

 It is important to distinguish here between notated accents, which inform the performative 

articulation of the open power chords, and the contextual accent created by juxtaposing open power chords 

with palm-muted pitches.   

 
12

 The last two open power chords are grouped as one unit instead of two because the final power 

chord is not accented in relation to the first power chord. 
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The basic idea of consonance and dissonance in rhythm has been present since 

Moritz Hauptmann (Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik, 1853)
13

 and was advanced 

significantly by Hugo Riemann (System der musikalischen Rhythmik und Metrik, 1903).
14

  

Beginning with Riemann, rhythmic dissonances are classified into two basic types: 

grouping dissonances and displacement dissonances.
15

  Grouping dissonances are the 

superposition of two or more conflicting layers of pulses.  Displacement dissonances are 

the nonalignment of two or more equivalent layers of pulses.  In both grouping and 

displacement dissonances, one of the layers of pulses is usually the background meter.
16

 

 

Grouping Dissonance 

For grouping dissonances, conflict between layers is determined by the ratio of 

each layer’s grouping size or periodicity—that is, the number of pulses articulated within 

the grouping.  For instance, a 4/4 meter is a grouping of four quarter-note pulses.  It can  

                                                
13

 Moritz Hauptmann, Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik: Zur Theorie der Musik (Leipzig: 

Breitkopf & Härtel, 1853; trans. and ed. William Edward Heathcote as The Nature of Harmony and Metre 

(London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1888). 

 
14

 Hugo Riemann, System der musikalischen Rhythmik und Metrik (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 

1903).  More systematic analyses of the phenomenon have been articulated within the past fifty years.  

Most notable are the studies of Grosvenor Cooper and Leonard Meyer, The Rhythmic Structure of Music 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960);  Jan LaRue, Guidelines For Style Analysis (New York: 

W.W. Norton & Company, 1970); Maury Yeston, The Stratification of Musical Rhythm (New Haven: Yale 

University, 1976); Wallace Berry, Structural Functions of Music (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 

1976); Joel Lester, The Rhythms of Tonal Music (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois 

University Press, 1986); and Harald Krebs, Fantasy Pieces: Metrical Dissonance in the Music of Robert 

Schumann (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).   

 
15

 The terms themselves are not Riemann’s but Peter Kaminsky’s that were later used by Harald 

Krebs (1999).  The ideas are directly derived from Riemann, however.  Peter Kaminsky, “Aspects of 

Harmony, Rhythm, and Form in Schumann’s Papillons, Carnaval, and Davidbündlertänze,” (Ph. D. diss., 

University of Rochester, 1989).   

 
16

 The term metrical dissonance is often used instead of rhythmic dissonance because the meter is 

often one of the conflicting layers of pulses.  Nevertheless, the term rhythmic dissonance is more 

comprehensive and allows for an easier understanding of conflicting layers of pulses that do not directly 

involve metrical pulses.  Krebs, Fantasy Pieces, 31. 
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also be understood as a grouping of eight eighth-note pulses or sixteen sixteenth-note 

pulses depending on the context.  As shown in Example 5.11, 4/4 meter can also be 

divided into subgroupings of two quarter notes; two or four eighth notes; or two, four, or 

eight sixteenth notes.  If, for instance, a grouping of three eighth notes is superimposed 

on any of the eighth-note groupings from Example 5.11, the numerators and 

 
 

Example 5.11.  Grouping dissonances in 4/4 meter 

 

 

denominators of the resulting ratios—3/2, 4/3, and 8/3—are not multiples of each other 

and are therefore considered dissonant.  In order to make clear the type of consonance or 

dissonance, an upper case “G” is placed before the ratio of periodicities in the manner of 

Harald Krebs so that Gx/y is understood as a grouping consonance or dissonance with a 

ratio of x/y.
17

 

The 3+3+2 grouping of eighth-note pulses against the 4/4 meter in the last 

measure of the verse riff from “Ride the Lightning,” shown in Example 5.12, represents 

one of rock music’s most conventional rhythmic dissonances.  The consecutive three-

pulse groupings form a grouping dissonance against the eighth note metrical pulse, which 

                                                
17

 The larger periodicity is always the numerator.  Ibid., 31-32. 
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Example 5.12.  End of verse riff from “Ride the Lightning,” 3+3+2 grouping dissonance 

 

 

can be grouped into two, four, and eight pulses, thus creating possible grouping 

dissonances of G3/2, G4/3, and G8/3.  The resolution of the dissonance in this rhythmic 

pattern—the return to a simple ratio of periodicities (G2/2, G4/2, or G8/2) between 

accent and metrical layers—begins on the fourth beat of the measure but is not realized 

until the downbeat of the following measure.  It is at this point that the two-pulse 

grouping is determined to be so.  To the degree that the two-pulse grouping is expected, 

the beginning of the two-pulse grouping may function as the beginning point of 

recession, yet the actual realization of that grouping, which can only occur at the 

downbeat, more clearly marks closure.   

 

Displacement Dissonance 

Displacement dissonances are marked by the nonalignment of equivalent 

periodicities.  The equivalent periodicity is preceded by an upper case “D,” in the manner 

of Harald Krebs, so that Dx is understood as the displacement of the periodicity of one 
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layer against the periodicity of another—usually the meter itself.  The amount (a) and 

direction (+ or -) of displacement is either added or subtracted from Dx so that Dx-a is 

understood as the backward displacement of the periodicity x by the amount of a.
18

   

The final measure of the opening riff from “Battery,” shown in Example 5.13, 

makes clear this equation.  Beginning on the “and of one,” the repetition of quarter-note  

 
 

Example 5.13.  End of opening riff from “Battery,” displacement dissonance 

 

 

durations creates a periodicity that can be measured by two eighth-note pulses and is 

written as D2.  This grouping of pulses is displaced against the metrical grouping of the 

same size that is grouped according to the metrical weight of each beat.  The 

displacement is one eighth note backward, thus creating a dissonance of D2-1.
19

  The 

resolution of displacement dissonances occurs when displacement stops and alignment 

occurs.  In Example 5.13, this resolution occurs at the downbeat of the next measure.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
18

 Ibid., 34-35. 

 
19

 Most displacement dissonances in Metallica should be understood as a form of syncopation that 

anticipates the metrical beats and is thereby displaced backwards. 
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Musical Process and Thrash Metal Drumming 

 

 

Kick-Snare Relationship 

 

Thrash metal drumming is rooted in basic rock drum patterns with a few notable 

variations.  The most fundamental aspect of rock drum patterns is the regular repetition of 

an offbeat snare drum hit, typically on beats two and four in a 4/4 meter.  This part of 

rock drum patterns is most important in creating stasis.  Juxtaposed with snare drum hits 

is the kick drum, which typically accentuates some of those beats that the snare drum 

does not.  The kick-snare relationship that results is one way that progression and 

recession is created within the basic drumbeat. 

Example 5.14 shows the kick-snare relationship during one of the opening riffs of 

“Leper Messiah”—one of the simplest rock beats in Metallica’s music.
20

  The alternation  

 
 

Example 5.14.  Kick-snare relationship during an opening riff of “Leper Messiah,” stasis 

 

 

of kick and snare on each beat creates a very static drumbeat with no real sense of 

progression or recession.   

Example 5.15 shows the kick-snare relationship during one of the opening riffs of 

“Creeping Death.”  The kick drum hits tend to fall between the beats, creating 

syncopation.  This provides the rhythmic dissonance that allows for progression and 

recession.  Progression begins with the kick drum’s articulation of the “and of three” in 

the first measure.  Recession begins at beat three of the second measure as the kick drum 

                                                
20

 See Appendix B for summary of drum notation. 
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Example 5.15.  Kick-snare relationship during an opening riff of “Creeping Death,” durational progression 

and rhythmic dissonance 

 

 

returns to the articulation of the stronger metrical beat.  This type of kick-snare 

relationship is most common in Metallica’s music.
21

 

Durational progression and recession are also found in Example 5.15 above.  

Amidst the syncopation, a countercumulative rhythm is created.  Beginning with the kick 

drum articulation on the “and of four” and ending with the two sixteenth notes beginning 

on the “and of one,” a long-short-short pattern is created that provides a sense of 

progression.  Recession occurs at the local level with the sounding of the snare drum on 

the second beat of the second measure.  

Example 5.16 shows the kick-snare relationship from the verse of “Harvester of 

Sorrow.”  Progression is found in the same ways as in Example 5.15, yet the syncopation 

occurs at the sixteenth-note level.  Durational progression is found with the counter-

cumulative rhythm of the kick drum, beginning on beat three.  The articulation of the 

snare on beat four functions as the arrival point for the countercumulative kick drum  

                                                
21

 Other similar examples include the drum patterns at the beginning of the lead break of “Fade to 

Black,” the opening of “Master of Puppets,” the lead breaks at the end of “Welcome Home (Sanitarium),”  

the chorus and lead break of “Disposable Heroes,”  the pre-chorus, chorus, and parts of the lead break of 

“…And Justice For All,” the lead break of “One,” and part of the lead break of “The Frayed Ends of 

Sanity.” 
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Example 5.16.  Kick-snare relationship at verse of “Harvester of Sorrow,” durational progression and 

rhythmic dissonance 

 

 

rhythm, yet the anticipated point of recession is undercut by the strong syncopation of the 

kick drum on the “second sixteenth of four.”  This rhythmic dissonance is not resolved 

until the downbeat of the next measure with the articulation of the kick drum on a 

metrically stable beat.   

Example 5.17 shows a kick-snare relationship from the opening of “Disposable 

Heroes.”  The snare drum hits are found on beat three of each measure instead of beats  

 
 

Example 5.17.  Kick-snare relationship from opening of “Disposable Heroes,” half-time drum pattern 

 

 

two and four.  This type of snare placement creates a “half-time” drum pattern, named as 

such because the musical motion created by the alternation of kick drum and snare hits 

seems to be moving at half the speed.  Half-time drum patterns allow for, and almost 

demand, a higher degree of progression and recession within the alternations of the kick 

and snare drums since there are larger intervals of time between the alternations.  The 
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syncopation with the kick drum in the first and second measures creates a sense of 

progression that is locally resolved with the articulation of the kick drum on the downbeat 

of the second and third measures respectively.  The countercumulative rhythms of the 

kick drum that begin each measure also create a sense of progression. 

Example 5.18 shows a kick-snare relationship from the opening of “Battery.”  The  

snare drum hits are not found on two and four but rather on the “ands” of every beat.   

 
 

Example 5.18.  Kick-snare relationship at opening riff of “Battery,” double-time drum pattern 

 

 

This drum pattern is called “double-time” since the alternation of the kick and snare 

drums occurs twice as often, thereby suggesting that the music is moving at double the 

speed.  The speed of double-time drum patterns is inherently tensive and can function as 

a form of progression when juxtaposed with regular-time drum patterns.  A return to 

regular-time drum patterns after double-time functions as a recession.   

Due to great speed, progression and recession with kick-snare relationships are 

generally limited within double-time sections.  Rhythmic dissonance is uncommon with 

double-time patterns.  Diverse ways of creating progression and recession are often found 

in other drum parameters—typically with drum fills—during double-time sections.
22

 

Example 5.19 shows the kick-snare relationship from the verse of “Dyers Eve.”  

Unlike the previous examples, the kick and snare do not always sound separately but are  

                                                
22

 Drum fills are discussed below. 
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Example 5.19.  Kick-snare relationship from verse of “Dyers Eve,” double-bass 

 

 

sometimes articulated together on the “ands” of each beat.  The use of two kick drums in 

this passage creates an effect called “double-bass.”  Double-bass refers to passages in 

which both kick drums are sounded in constant succession, typically with a stream of 

sixteenth notes.  Most often the snare is sounded on the “ands” of each beat as in double-

time.  Progression and recession do not occur within this kick-snare relationship.  Rather, 

the intensity of sound produced by the double-bass effect is inherently tensive.  The onset 

of this effect functions as a progression and the return to a regular drum pattern functions 

as a recession.   

 

Hi-Hat 

 

Another key element to thrash metal drumming and much of rock music is the 

constant succession of the hi-hat.  The hi-hat most typically is articulated every quarter 

note or eighth note depending on the context.  It functions as an audible, metrical point of 

reference that helps clarify the kick-snare relationship.  The steady pulse also provides a 

sense of constant motion that energizes the drum pattern.  Hi-hat pulses are functionally 

static, yet escapes from and returns to these static pulses are important signs of 

progression and recession respectively. 

The opening of “Ride the Lightning,” shown in Example 5.20, exemplifies stasis, 

progression, and recession in regard to the hi-hat.  Following the sounding of the crash  
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Example 5.20.  Opening of “Ride the Lightning,” hi-hat 

 

 

cymbal on the first beat, the hi-hat continues with steady eighth notes until the end of the 

third measure.  These measures are static in regard to the hi-hat.  Beginning with the final 

eighth note of the third measure and continuing into the fourth measure, the hi-hat is 

completely absent.  Though progression is simultaneously created in other drum 

parameters, the escape from a constant hi-hat pulse functions as a progression since the 

stability found with the hi-hat’s audible, metrical reference is eliminated.  The onset of 

the fifth measure marks the point of recession with the return to the hi-hat following the 

crash on beat one.   

 

Crash Cymbal 

 

Like the hi-hat, the crash cymbal tends to function as a metrical reference point; 

however, it tends to serve as a reference point for larger metrical groupings.  The most 

conventional placement of the crash cymbal is on the downbeat of some structural unit 

such as the beginning of a riff or the onset of its repetition.  Example 5.20, shown above, 

uses the crash cymbal in these ways.  This type of placement of the crash cymbal is 

functionally static. 

The crash cymbal also serves as a dynamic accent.  These accents may or may not 

align with strong metrical beats.  The more these accents align with strong metrical 

positions, the more static the music; the greater the degree of nonalignment, the greater 
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the degree of progression.  Example 5.21 shows the drum pattern from the opening riff of 

“Whiplash.”  After beginning with a crash on the first beat of the first measure, the next 

crash occurs in the third measure on an offbeat.  The nonalignment of the dynamic accent 

 
 

Example 5.21.  Drum pattern from opening riff of “Whiplash,” crash cymbal 

 

 

with a strong metrical position creates a sense of progression.  The next crash, while 

sounded on a relatively strong metrical beat and seemingly functioning as a point of 

recession, begins a series of crashes that create the common rhythmic dissonance pattern 

3+3+2 at the riff’s end.  This final series of crashes continues the sense of progression 

until recession is fully actualized with the articulation of the crash on the downbeat of the 

next measure.  

Dynamic accents with the crash cymbal are often coupled with the simultaneous 

articulation of the kick drum.  The crash cymbal hits in the final measure of Example 

5.21 above highlight this.  The addition of the low-end frequencies of the kick drum to 

the high-end frequencies of the crash cymbal creates a more powerful accent.  This 

increase in the accent’s strength furthers the sense of progression at the end of the fourth 

measure.  
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Drum Fills 

 

Though progression, recession, and stasis occur within the kick-snare relationship, 

the lack of variation in the snare drum patterns and the hi-hat’s typically static role create 

a relative sense of stability in combination.  Just as an escape from the regular pulses of 

the hi-hat creates progression, so also does an escape from the basic snare drum pattern.  

The most common form of escape from the snare drum’s static pattern is the drum fill, 

defined here as any brief and noticeable change from the relative stability of the typical 

drumbeat.  Drum fills are followed most often by a return to a regular drum pattern and 

therefore tend to suggest imminent closure.  Drum fills fall into one of three categories: 

snare fills, tom fills, and combination fills—combinations of snare, tom, and occasionally 

other drums such as the kick-drum.   

The snare drum is the most common instrument used in drum fills, thus snare fills 

and combination fills are most common.  Example 5.22 shows a snare fill from the verse 

of “Creeping Death.” 

 
 

Example 5.22.  Snare fill from verse of “Creeping Death” 

 

 

Toms tend not to be used in isolation, but rather tend to be used in combination 

with the snare drum.  Example 5.23 shows a combination fill that precedes the verse of 

“Fade To Black,” while Example 5.24 shows a rare tom fill that follows the chorus of 

“Hit the Lights.” 
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Example 5.23.  Combination drum fill preceding verse of “Fade to Black” 

 

 

 
 

Example 5.24.  Tom fill following chorus of “Hit the Lights” 

 

 

The kick-drum occasionally works its way into drum fills in Metallica’s music.  

Example 5.25 shows an extended drum fill from the lead break of “The Frayed Ends of 

Sanity” that ends with a combination of snare, toms, and both kick drums. 

 
 

Example 5.25.  Drum fill including the kick-drum at lead break of “The Frayed Ends of Sanity” 
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Toms 

Though toms are used primarily as part of a drum fill, on a few occasions they 

form the foundation of a drum pattern.  The drum pattern supporting the opening riff of 

“Whiplash,” shown in Example 5.26, consists almost entirely of toms.  Drum patterns  

 
 

Example 5.26.  Drum pattern using mostly toms at opening riff of “Whiplash” 

 

 

such as this are stylistically tensive and create a sense of progression.  Recession occurs 

with an arrival at a normal drumbeat—one that includes a conventional kick-snare 

relationship and a steady stream of hi-hat pulses. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Each of the musical elements discussed in this chapter point toward a sense of 

progression, recession, or stasis in themselves.  The detailed examination of the inherent 

sense of musical process in these elements is essential for a fuller understanding of form 

in Metallica.  In certain contexts particular musical elements may be the predominant or 

subordinate means by which one can understand an overarching musical process.  The 

next chapter analyzes the combination of the various musical elements discussed in this 

chapter and systemizes the most notable conventions.   
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CHAPTER SIX 

Basic Forms 

 

 

An understanding of the interaction of the various musical elements that are 

discussed in chapter five is central to this study.  How does Metallica use progression or 

recession in melody, harmony, pitch rhythm, or rhythmic consonance/dissonance in 

relationship with all other musical elements to articulate structure?  Which elements are 

most important and in what context?  What trends can be found when examining all 

elements simultaneously?  How do these trends relate to structural conventions of 

classical music?  The following discussion provides answers to these questions and 

considers problems of interpretation in ambiguous situations.  

Before an examination of the combination of multiple parameters can be 

undertaken, a few remarks must be made concerning the notation of the musical 

processes that will be analyzed.  Figure 6.1 shows the various methods of notating  

 
 

Figure 6.1.  Methods of notation for musical processes 

 

 

progression, recession, and stasis.  Progression and recession are notated with a dotted 

line, ascending and descending respectively (a and b).  Relative stasis is notated as a solid 

horizontal line (c).  Horizontal dotted lines show progression that is only implied in the 

parameter (d).  This will be seen with harmony and the kick-snare relationship.  As noted 
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in chapter four, harmony is often not explicit but only implied by the melodic content.  A 

point of repose on the second scale degree, for instance, can imply a dominant harmony.  

It would be inaccurate to consider this a harmonic progression since harmonic function is 

only implied, yet it would be equally wrong to simply consider the harmony static at this 

point.  To represent this ambiguity a horizontal dotted line is used. 

Progression and recession in regard to the kick-snare relationship must be 

qualified with an understanding that an escape from a normal kick-snare relationship to a 

drum fill is inherently tensive and creates progression.  This is progression of a different 

kind and so it too is notated with a horizontal dotted line.  

 

Preliminary Terms and General Rules of Interpretation 

In order to have a clear understanding of the combination of musical events in a 

given passage, a few terms must be introduced.  Musical events that share the same 

musical process (progression, recession, or stasis) are congruent.  Those that differ in 

musical process are noncongruent.
1
  If musical processes of two or more musical events 

occur at the same time they are synchronized.  Those that begin together are initially 

synchronized and those that end together are terminally synchronized.  When musical 

processes begin and end together they are highly synchronized.  Musical events in which 

processes are both congruent and highly synchronized are said to be corresponding. 

In addition to providing terms for certain combinations of musical events, 

Hopkins posits a general hierarchy of structural markedness.  Four rules of hierarchy 

emerge from his study: (1) “the more processes are synchronized the clearer the structural 

                                                
1
 The terms “congruent” and “noncongruent” are derived from both Robert Hopkins and Leonard 

Meyer.  Wallace Berry uses the terms agree and disagree to refer to this same phenomenon.  The other 

terms in this paragraph are found only in Hopkins.  Hopkins, 7.  Leonard B. Meyer, Explaining Music: 

Essays and Explorations (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 81.  Berry, 9. 
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goal;” (2) “the greater the number of corresponding parameters, the stronger the [overall] 

process;”
2
 (3) the stronger the musical processes of the given events, the greater the sense 

of structural markedness; (4) the more prominent the events in a certain context, the 

stronger the structural effect.   

The third and fourth rules require a hierarchical conception of musical process 

both within a given parameter and between multiple parameters.  Concerning the third 

rule, Hopkins only mentions the length of musical process as a universal means of 

increasing the structural markedness within some parameter.  In regard to a tensive 

harmony or melodic pitch, Hopkins states that “delays generally contribute to a local rise 

in tension.”
3
  Strength of closure depends partly on “the length of time that repose, once 

achieved, is sustained.”
4
  Neither Hopkins, Berry, nor Meyer contributes much beyond 

the importance of the length of a musical process in ranking degrees of progression or 

recession within a parameter.
5
  For the purposes of this study, these contributions are 

sufficient.   

The fourth rule considers the relative strength of one musical process against 

another.  Hopkins states that “strength of closure…depends upon the importance of the 

parameters that produce it.”
6
  For instance, in Metallica, progression created by a drum 

fill generally has a stronger structural effect than does a progression created by pitch 

                                                
2
 Hopkins, 8. 

 
3
 Ibid., 166. 

 
4
 Ibid., 11. 

 
5
 Hopkins mentions that the leading tone tends to be more tensive than other pitches.  This is 

mentioned also in this study on page 55 of chapter five.  Ibid., 8.   

 
6
 Ibid., 10. 
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rhythm or harmony.  This is because drum fills have almost universally functioned as 

signs of larger-scale closure in rock music styles since the 1960s. 

The fourth rule also stresses the importance of context in determining the 

structural significance of an event.  The contextual strength of a certain event is most 

pronounced when its surrounding processes are relatively static.  For instance, the 

contextual strength of a particular rhythmic dissonance depends on the degree of 

rhythmic consonance that precedes and follows it.
7
   

 

The Classical Cadence 

In classical music, the cadence is the primary means by which structure is 

articulated.  Hopkins understands the cadence in terms of musical processes: “[the 

cadence] builds in tension [progression] until reaching a point of reversal [recession], 

whereupon stability and rest are achieved—that is, an intensification…builds to a climax 

and then quickly (perhaps immediately) reaches repose.”
8
  This same basic phenomenon 

is also found in Metallica’s riffs.  

Before discussing how closure in Metallica is similar to the classical cadence, the 

relationship of musical processes in the classical cadence needs to be examined in greater 

detail.  In classical music, the strength of a cadence’s closure depends primarily on the 

congruency of the terminal processes.  This idea is related to Hopkins’s second rule 

stated above.  Consider the interaction of melody and harmony in the four types of 

classical cadences—the perfect authentic cadence, the imperfect authentic cadence, the 

deceptive cadence, and the evaded cadence—shown in Example 6.1.  In each cadence  

                                                
7
 An example of this aspect of the fourth rule is found on pages 86-87 in this chapter. 

 
8
 Ibid., 8. 
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Example 6.1.  Four types of classical cadences, interaction of melody and harmony 
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type both melody and harmony are terminally synchronized.  In the perfect authentic 

cadence (Example 6.1a), both melody and harmony are also terminally congruent—that 

is, they both recess to the tonic at the end.  Terminal processes are not congruent in the 

other three types of cadences.  In the imperfect authentic cadence (Example 6.1b) the 

harmony recesses fully to the tonic yet the melody avoids complete resolution and ends 

on the third scale degree.  The closure that is produced is therefore weaker than the 

closure of the perfect authentic cadence.  The deceptive cadence and the evaded cadence 

(Examples 6.1c and 6.1d) are similar to each other.  In both cases the harmony avoids 

complete resolution while the melody recesses fully to the tonic.  The closure is weakest 

in these cadence types since harmonic resolution is more structurally significant in 

classical music. 

The strength of cadential closure in classical music is also dependent upon the 

degree of terminal synchronization of the melody and harmony.  This idea is similar to 

Hopkins’s first rule stated above.  Example 6.2 shows a perfect authentic cadence in  

 
 

Example 6.2.  Perfect authentic cadence with melody and harmony not terminally synchronized 

 

 

which the melody and harmony are not terminally synchronized.  The late resolution of 

the melody from the leading tone to the tonic softens the otherwise strong closure of the 

perfect authentic cadence.     
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Processes of Closure in Metallica 

As discussed in chapter four, harmony does not hold as important a place in 

shaping the music of Metallica as it does in classical music.  Cadential closure, therefore, 

will not appear in Metallica in the same way.  Nevertheless, the same basic rules of 

structural markedness outlined above can be applied to both classical music and 

Metallica.  Parallels to classical music’s cadential closure can be found in Metallica by 

examining their riffs in light of these rules. 

The verse riff from “Ride the Lightning,” shown in Example 6.3, is a prime 

example of a parallel to the classical cadence.  The fourth measure contains the strongest 

sense of progression because congruency of musical process occurs in six of the eight 

musical elements.  Five of these six congruent musical elements are terminally 

synchronized with the resolution of the musical processes at the downbeat of the next 

measure.
9
  Strong terminal synchronization enhances the sense of structural closure.  Five 

of the six musical elements are initially synchronized on the fourth beat of the final 

measure, while the other one begins on the downbeat of the final measure.  Several of 

these musical elements are both highly synchronized and corresponding: dynamic accent 

duration and rhythmic dissonance elements are corresponding in relation to each other; 

and harmony, hi-hat, and drum fill elements are also corresponding with each other. 

As mentioned above, the structural goal of this passage is the downbeat of the 

next measure.  The synchronization and correspondence of musical elements in the final 

measure is a clear indicator of the cadential process.  Hopkins’s first two rules concerning 

a hierarchy of structural markedness are easily followed in this passage.  The last two 

                                                
9
 The melody, the sixth element, does not immediately recess to the tonic but leads to the B-flat 

power chord that begins the riff. 
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Example 6.3.  Verse riff of “Ride the Lightning,” combination of processes creates closure 

 

 

rules, however, lessen the structural markedness of this passage to some degree.  The 

intensity of progression in any musical element is never great at any point in this riff.  

The harmonic progression to the dominant from the tonic, an inherently strong motion, is 

very brief and therefore not as potent.  The progression found with the hi-hat and the 

drum fill is also very brief and therefore less significant.  The prominence of the 

individual musical elements in the context of the riff—Hopkins’ fourth rule—is also 

rather weak.  Usually a drum fill in the context of a simple drum pattern will be 
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considered significantly prominent.  In this scenario, however, the drum fill is too short 

and subtle.   

The rhythmic dissonance also is not contextually prominent for two reasons.  

First, the entire riff contains a noticeable sense of progression and recession within this 

musical element.  The accentuation of the “and of two” in each of the first three measures 

creates a small sense of progression and recession against which the final measure’s 

sense of progression and recession is compared.   

 The second reason the rhythmic dissonance in the final measure is not 

contextually prominent is because it begins just like the previous measures with an 

accentuation on the “and of two.”  If a rhythmic dissonance of 2+3+2 or some other 

dissonance that does not begin with a grouping of three eighth-note pulses had been used 

instead, the different points of accentuation would have made the dissonance more 

noticeable. 

 Closure is clear in Example 6.3, yet it is not significantly strong.  Structural 

clarity is found in the synchronization and correspondence of the musical events more 

than in the strength of any one of them.  Had a drum fill been sustained throughout the 

entire fourth measure, closure would have been much stronger.   

Whereas Example 6.3 shows how the combination of musical elements is 

important for closure, one of the opening riffs from “Creeping Death,” shown in Example 

6.4, demonstrates how the particular strength of one musical element can clearly mark 

closure.  Example 6.4 shows a two-measure riff that is repeated over a four-measure 

drum pattern.  The drum fill throughout the entire fourth measure carries the most 

significant sense of progression for this excerpt since it is contextually prominent.  This  
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Example 6.4.  An opening riff of “Creeping Death,” closure created primarily by drum fill 

 

fulfills the requirements for Hopkins’s fourth rule of structural markedness.  The drum 

fill fulfills the third rule also because its length is an entire measure—a substantial length 

in comparison to the one-beat drum fill from Example 6.3. 

 If the closure of a riff has a parallel in the cadence of the classical music phrase, 

might also parallels be found between the entire riff and phrase structures?  Phrase 

structure is quite diverse in classical music, yet the basic concepts of the period and the 

sentence are primary in understanding form in classical music.  Can these structures or 

analogues to them be found in Metallica?  In the following pages I will discuss how the 

basic ingredients of both periodic and sentential structure are found in Metallica.    
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Basic Phrase Structures in Metallica 

 

Sentential Structure: Terminal Modification 

 

The sentence in classical music, as defined by William Caplin, is “a simple theme 

consisting of a presentation…and a continuation.”
10

  The presentation consists of the 

repetition of a basic idea.  The basic idea is usually two measures in length, thus making 

the presentation four measures in length.  The continuation is also usually four measures 

in length.  It marks a decisive shift away from simple repetition and functions to 

destabilize the thematic unit and lead to the cadence.     

Leonard Meyer refers to this form as bar form—AAB.  Meyer defines bar form as 

“patterns whose proportions are 1+1+2.”
11

  Like Caplin, Meyer is concerned with 

proportions.  Nevertheless, by labeling this phenomenon AAB, Meyer considers the 

structural significance of each A—that is, each “basic idea”—to be on par with B—

Caplin’s “continuation.”  Caplin’s terminology subsumes each repetition under the term 

“presentation” and thereby highlights the symmetrical aspects of the sentence.   

While both understandings of the 1+1+2 proportion have value, Meyer’s 

representation is a more useful tool for understanding related phenomenon in both poetic 

structure and Metallica.  Bar form—AAB—has close parallels with concepts of structural 

closure in poetry.  In her book Poetic Closure: A Study of How Poems End (1968), 

Barbara Smith puts forth the structural principle of “terminal modification.”  Smith states 

that “one of the most effective ways to indicate the conclusion of a poem generated by an 

indefinitely extensible principle [the continual repetition of some structural unit, A] is 

                                                
10

 William E. Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music 

of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 257. 

 
11

 Meyer, Explaining Music: Essays and Explorations, 39.   
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simply to modify that principle at the end of the poem.”
12

 This concept can be 

symbolized in the following manner: A1,…An, x (A is the structural unit articulated n 

times, and x is the terminally modified structural unit).  Smith cites the end rhyme 

structure of the English sonnet, which ends with a couplet in contrast to the abab rhyme 

scheme of the preceding quatrains, as an example of this phenomenon in poetry.
13

  The 

poetic structure of the English sonnet is reducible to A1, A2, A3, x.  In the sonnet, n = 3; 

in bar form, n = 2.   

Before applying this principle to Metallica’s riffs it is important to pause and 

make clear an important distinction between musical form/structure and musical process.  

Musical form/structure is the retrospective grouping of musical processes—abac, aab, 

aaba, etc.  In classical music, the end of a musical form typically coincides with closure 

in musical process as well.  For instance, the musical form of a rounded binary structure 

is A-BA.  The final A ends the formal structure.  The final A also tends to include a 

strong cadence at its end—that is, strong closure in musical processes.  Sometimes, 

however, musical processes may not come to a close within a formal structure.  Meyer 

calls this phenomenon a bifurcation of form and process.  In these instances “a second 

formal-processive event begins before a previously generated one has been completed.”
14

  

Elisions are one of the most common instances of this phenomenon.   

Most of Metallica’s riffs involve elisions.  This occurs because the cadential 

process begins late in the formal structure.  Unlike the four-measure classical phrase, 

                                                
12

 Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Poetic Closure: A Study of How Poems End (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1968), 53. 

 
13

 The end rhyme scheme of the English sonnet is as follows: abab, cdcd, efef, gg. 

 
14

 Italics mine.  Meyer, 100. 
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which usually begins the cadential process in the third measure and completes it at the 

beginning or in the middle of the fourth measure, Metallica’s riffs often begin the 

cadential process in the fourth measure and its completion is elided with the downbeat of 

the riff’s repetition or the following riff.  Closure of musical process is reached outside of 

the formal structure’s ending unit, thus creating a bifurcation of form and process. 

The concept of terminal modification involves the inherent closure of a formal 

structure independent of any closure created by musical processes.  The terminal 

modification, x, functions as a sign of closure for the formal structure alone, A1,…An, x, 

and not for the musical processes.  Nevertheless, the interaction of the musical form and 

musical process plays an important role in how we understand music.     

Though there is no direct parallel between the classical sentence and the structure 

of Metallica’s riffs, the terminal modification principle that informs the formal logic of 

the sentence and bar form is quite prevalent in these riffs.  The verse riff of “Ride the 

Lightning,” shown in Example 6.5, is a clear example of this principle.  The progression 

and recession patterns within each of the first three measures are equivalent to each other 

and can therefore be called A1, A2, and A3.  The final measure differs enough in its 

musical processes to be considered a terminal modification, x. 

Terminal modification is also found within the final measure itself.  The melodic 

motive from the B-flat power chord to the twice-sounded palm muted low E, labeled b, is 

repeated before power chords on C and B, labeled c, follow.
15

  The compounded effect 

created by larger-scale and smaller-scale terminal modifications adds to the strength of 

formal closure in this passage. 

                                                
15

 The labels “b” and “c” are used instead of “a” and “b” in order to avoid any confusion between 

the capitalized “A” and the lower-cased “a”.   
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Example 6.5.  Verse riff of “Ride the Lightning,” terminal modification as sign of closure 

 

 

A terminal modification does not always contain highly synchronized musical 

parameters.  One of the opening riffs of “Creeping Death,” shown in Example 6.6 (see 

also Example 6.4 above), demonstrates how the formal structure of the drums and guitars 

are often different from each other.  The two-measure guitar riff of Example 6.6 is 

terminally modified in regard to pitch, yet the underlying drum pattern does not 

synchronize with the terminal modification in the guitar until the riff’s repetition.  The 

relatively static repetition in the drum pattern contextually undermines the closure at the  
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Example 6.6.  An opening riff of “Creeping Death,” role of synchronization in terminal modification 

 

end of the riff’s first statement to some degree.  The synchronization of terminal 

modifications in the fourth measure creates a much stronger sense of closure. 

While terminal modification is found in many guitar riffs, it is found almost 

universally in drum patterns.  When guitar riffs are repeated, it is typically the drum 

patterns that provide the articulation of form at a higher level, as in Example 6.6. 
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Periodic Structure 

The classical period in its most basic sense is the unified combination of two 

phrases with weaker and stronger cadences respectively.  The two phrases are grouped as 

a single unit for two reasons: a similarity of melodic material—the parallel period is 

defined by phrases beginning with the same material—and a retrospective understanding 

of the weaker cadence as the mere interruption of a process that seeks a more decisive 

point of closure.  The final cadence then is a point of closure both for the second phrase 

and for the period as a whole. 

Periodic design is found in many of Metallica’s riffs.  The chorus riff of “For 

Whom the Bell Tolls,” shown in Example 6.7, demonstrates this form.  This riff can be 

divided into two-measure “phrases.”  The musical processes of each phrase resolve at the 

downbeat of the next phrase, creating elisions.  Each phrase also ends with a terminal 

modification structure.   

Two important factors determine the subordinate relationship of the musical 

processes within the first terminal modification to the second in regard to strength of 

closure.  First, the number of synchronized musical elements in the second terminal 

modification is greater.  This is Hopkins’s second rule for structural markedness.  

Progression in pitch rhythm, rhythmic dissonance, the hi-hat, and the drum fill are 

notable additions.   

Second, the musical processes that are active within both terminal modifications 

are more decisive in the second terminal modification.  This is Hopkins’s third rule of 

structural markedness.  Consider the middleground and background pitch reductions of 

the dynamic accents that are created by open power chords.  The middleground pitch  
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Example 6.7.  Chorus riff of “For Whom the Bell Tolls,” periodic vs. terminal modification structures 
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reduction highlights the progression and recession within each phrase.  The background 

pitch reduction more clearly underscores the large-scale melodic descending patterns.  

The addition of the flatted-second scale degree in the second phrase comparatively 

strengthens the recession that is inherent in both large-scale melodic descents and more 

fully demands a resolution to the tonic, which occurs on the following downbeat.  The 

significant progression in the other musical processes of the second terminal modification 

helps lead the overall musical process to this point of resolution.   

 

Competition Between Structural Paradigms 

While the drum pattern in Example 6.7 informs the strength of the periodic 

structure that is found in the guitar, its own structure suggests a terminal modification.  

The first three measures of the drum pattern consist of a predominantly static hi-hat and 

kick-snare relationship.  The fourth measure includes an escape from both the hi-hat and 

the kick-snare relationship and introduces a drum fill.  These are strong signals of a 

terminal-modification structure. 

Despite the seeming clarity provided by these structural signals, the drum pattern 

includes several ambiguities that challenge the robustness of the terminal-modification 

structure.  Ambiguity is created by the insertion of periodic elements.  In the kick drum, 

for example, the addition of the eighth-note triplet on the third beat in the second measure 

creates a slight progression.  This subtle variation in the kick drum creates a terminal 

modification in the kick-snare relationship and is labeled c in Example 6.7.  The slight 

closure provided by terminal modification in the kick-snare relationship suggests the 

ending of a phrase and thereby the possibility of a periodic structure. 
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Structural ambiguity is also introduced with the crash cymbal, which is sounded 

at the end of the second measure and the downbeat of the third measure in Example 6.7.  

As stated in chapter 5, the crash cymbal may function as a reference point for large-scale 

metrical groupings or a dynamic accent.  The crash on the downbeat of the third measure 

suggests a structural demarcation and in so doing challenges the structural clarity of the 

terminal modification structure in the drum pattern.   

The crash on the fourth beat of the second measure functions as a dynamic accent.  

The progression created by this accent is relatively weak in comparison with the crashes 

in the fourth measure.  The resulting weak-strong juxtaposition of phrase endings, which 

partially defines the period, contributes to the ambiguity of structural interpretation in the 

drum pattern. 

The interaction of a periodic structure in the guitar and a terminal modification 

structure in the drums is important in shaping an overall perception of the music.  The 

lack of significant progression or recession in the drums at the end of the second measure 

of Example 6.7 weakens the relative closure of the antecedent phrase in the guitar.  In 

contrast, the terminal modification in the fourth measure of the drums coincides with the 

stronger closure of the consequent phrase in the guitar.  The resulting perception of the 

musical structure is not nearly as balanced and symmetrical as the period, yet not quite as 

end-focused as a terminal modification structure.  The insertion of periodic elements into 

the drum pattern functions to shift the perception of the musical structure to a more 

balanced and symmetrical state.   

The periodic structure in the guitar of Example 6.7 is quite distinct.  The 

occasional insertion of periodic elements into the drum pattern strengthens the sense of 
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balance and symmetry in the music.  Periodicity, however, can also be blurred by drum 

patterns whose periodic elements are not synchronized with those of the guitar.  The 

opening riff of “Battery,” shown in Example 6.8, demonstrates this.  The guitar in 

Example 6.8 consists of two four-measure phrases, each a terminal-modification 

structure.  The first three measures of the first phrase are duplicated exactly in the second 

phrase so that the final measures of each phrase, labeled b and c, exhibit the only change.   

The weak-strong relationship between the terminal modifications in the guitar is slight: c 

is stronger than b primarily because of its sustained harmonic progression to the IV-

chord.   

 The strength of closure in c is most pronounced in the drum pattern, which 

excises the kick-snare relationship and the hi-hat’s regular pulses to dynamically accent 

the syncopation in the guitar.  The closure in c is also contextually strengthened by the 

comparative lack of synchronization of musical processes between the guitar and drums 

at b.  The musical processes at c in both the guitar and drums are highly synchronized—

that is, they begin and end at relatively the same time.  At b, however, the drum fill 

begins halfway through the measure and ends halfway into the next measure.  The lack of 

terminal synchronization is particularly disorienting to the listener who anticipates more 

structural clarity at this point. 

A closer look at the drum fill at and around b raises a few additional questions.  

The drum fill at b is unusual since it occurs amidst a constant kick-drum pattern.  The hi-

hat pattern also is suspended only for a few pulses beginning at the downbeat of the fifth 

measure.  Are such slight changes from an otherwise ordinary drum pattern significant  
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Example 6.8.  Opening riff of “Battery,” interaction of periodic and terminal modification structures 
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Example 6.8 (cont’d). 
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enough to be considered a terminal modification that marks the ending of an antecedent 

phrase?  If not, how should one understand these alterations to the drum pattern? 

The drum pattern on the whole should not be understood as periodic.  The 

alteration to the drum pattern at and around b should not be considered a terminal  

modification closing an antecedent phrase, but a continuation of a relatively static drum 

pattern that incorporates a “shadow” of the antecedent’s closure in the guitar.  The drum 

fill is couched in other relatively static parameters and functions primarily to lessen the 

strength of closure found at b in the guitars.  The overall interpretation of the musical 

structure of Example 6.8 is therefore less symmetrical and more end-focused than 

Example 6.7.   

 

Conclusion 

 

The basic ingredients of classical music’s primary structural conventions are 

found in Metallica.  Close examination of some of the underlying principles of classical 

music phrase structure prepares the way for intelligible comparisons between two 

significantly different styles of music.  Analyzing musical processes in combination 

highlights the varying degrees of structural markedness and makes clear the relationships 

between all musical parameters.  The detailed analysis of specific phrase structures in this 

chapter sets the table for more expansive studies of form in Metallica and raises 

important questions concerning the rudiments of form in all music.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Conclusion 

 

 This study has addressed several important issues concerning analysis of thrash 

metal and Metallica.  It has also contributed to the study of form and its relationship to 

musical processes.  The variety of topics considered in this study is a valuable beginning 

for further study in heavy metal and other genres within popular music.   

 The history of thrash metal and Metallica laid out in chapter two of this study 

emphasizes the metaphor of physical power and intimidation as the driving image of 

Metallica and thrash metal.  Loudness, lowness, distortion, speed, and technical mastery 

of one’s instrument are cited as manifestations of this image.  While these characteristics 

inform my analysis, this study is not a systematic examination of their influence on 

musical form.  Important questions have yet to be asked: How does an emphasis on 

loudness influence dynamic contrast?  How does lowness of the guitars affect vocal 

range?  How does distortion influence harmony and chord voicings?  How does speed 

influence drumming style?  How does an emphasis on technical mastery affect song 

structure?   

 Chapter three briefly discussed Metallica’s large-scale song structures and the 

extensive role of riffs within these structures.  Many important issues related to this 

chapter remain unexamined.  What structural norms might be uncovered by analyses of 

introductions or A-sections?  How are major structural units connected?  What are the 

differences between transitions and “normal” riffs?  Do verse riffs differ from chorus riffs 

or bridge riffs? 
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Related questions have been posed in studies of classical music form.  William E. 

Caplin, in his book Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental 

Music of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, closely examines the normative differences 

between principal themes and subordinate themes of sonatas from these composers and 

suggests that principal themes tend to be more “tight-knit”—that is, more conventional, 

harmonically-tonally stable, symmetrical, and melodically/motivically uniform—than 

subordinate themes.
1
  James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, in their book Elements of 

Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata, 

similarly discuss differences between P-space (principal theme material) and S-space 

(subordinate theme material).
2
 

Further study of Metallica’s structures could eventually be patterned after the 

work of Caplin, Hepokoski, and Darcy.  However, the lack of basic understanding of 

harmony, melody, rhythm, and riff structure in Metallica and thrash metal presents an 

obstacle to such analysis.  For this reason it is important for future heavy metal 

scholarship to address these foundational musical elements.   

Chapter four laid the melodic and harmonic foundation necessary for 

understanding form in Metallica.  It defined riffs in regards to Metallica and addressed 

the confusion of distinguishing between melodic and harmonic function.  It also 

presented an overview of all of the different melodic and harmonic formulas found in 

Metallica.  Further study beyond the contents of this chapter might include the expressive 

purposes of certain harmonic/melodic formulas, the appropriation of scales and 

                                                
1
 Caplin, Classical Form, 97.   

 
2
 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and 

Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 20. 
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harmonies from other music styles, and the influence of vocal lines on an understanding 

of harmony and melody in Metallica. 

Understanding the musical processes that help shape musical phrases is important 

for understanding riff structure.  The detailed discussion in chapter five of how 

progression, recession, and stasis are created in many different musical elements is 

foundational to my analysis of riff structure in chapter six.  Applying Robert Hopkins’s 

ideas to Metallica excerpts, my analysis of musical process, especially in regards to the 

drums, offers new and important insights into analysis of all rock music.  Further study in 

this area might stratify degrees of progression and recession more specifically.  Hopkins 

and I both only use length of time to stratify degrees of progression and recession.  

Nevertheless, more detailed study might lead one to make more specific judgments in 

regards to degrees of tension created by different kinds of drum fills or rhythmic 

dissonances.  Further study might also explore how timbre, dynamics, articulation, and 

vocal technique might create progression or recession.  Timbre and dynamics are 

addressed by Hopkins in regards to Mahler’s music, but his theories of these elements do 

not apply as cleanly to Metallica’s music.
3
   

The combination of the musical processes of several musical elements is analyzed 

in chapter six.  Such an approach underscores the need to consider all musical processes 

in examining riff structures.  Though my analysis highlights the influence of 

synchronized progression and recession, it does not systematically attempt to understand 

normative relationships between specific musical processes.  Further study might 

examine how melodic tension and rhythmic dissonance interact, or how pitch rhythm and 

                                                
3
 Hopkins, Closure and Mahler’s Music.   
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dynamic accent rhythm relate.  Also, more analysis could determine what combination of 

events is normative in producing certain types of closure.     

The connection between Metallica’s riff structure and classical music phrase 

structure opens up an important dialogue about the fundamentals of grouping processes.  

This connection allows further study to draw on the wealth of analyses of classical music.  

Further study might consider how groups of riffs are organized and understood 

hierarchically, how riffs are extended or shortened, or how various formal functions such 

as opening and closing functions affect musical meaning and interpretation.   

While this study serves as a foundation for the analysis of riff structure in 

Metallica, it also is a valuable base for analysis of riff structure in rock music in general.  

Similar analyses of other rock bands and their stylistic nuances will help develop a 

general theory of riff structure.  Such foundations are vital to the growth of rock music 

theory and popular music studies in general.   
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APPENDIX A 

 

Album Cover of Metallica’s Debut Album, Kill ‘Em All (1983) 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Drum Notation 
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